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flood. In front of the Cardenas hotel
the bank was washed away. The west
Main street wagon and foot bridge, as
well s the Colorado &'Southera railway and Linden avenue bridges were
washed out The damage is estimated at $50,000.
Today the high
waler was subsiding, and the worst is
believed to be over. ,
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expects to clear its line through lhe
Royal Gorge by night and the Colo
rado Midland has lifted its blockade
Cloudbursts in southern Colorado
caused further damage by floods late
yesterday. The downpour of rain
near Trinidad was 4 be worst since
1904. The water rushing- - through
Purgatolre river, washed out several
bridges and the tracks of the Colorado
& Southern railway were torn away
in places. A force of men were put
to work piling up sand bags to keep
the river in its channel, the concrete
wall having given away in many
places. Reports from up and down
the river are all the smaller bridges
are gone.
FLOOD AT TRINIDAD
CAUSES $50,000

DAMAGE

Trinidad. Colo., Aug. 20 Yesterday
this ciiy was visited by one of the
worst floods since the big flood of
1904. About noon heavy rains began
falling, sending a wall of water fifteen
feet high down the Las Animas river.
It seemed for a while that the city
, was doomed to "another destructive

PIONEER

TEXAS JURIST
DIES IN CHICAGO HOTEL

El Paso, Texas, Aug. 20. Judge
John M. Dean, pitfneer of west Texas,
former district attorney of El Paso,
and owner of practically the whole
town of Marfa, Texas, died at the
Congress hotel in Chicago this morn
ing of heart failure. -
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West Point, N. Y., Aug. 20.
cadets expelled from the
The
4
military academy for hazing Rol- 4 ando Sutton, a brother of the
late Lieut. James N. Sutton, of
4 the marine corps, were given a
rousing eendoff by their fellow
4 classmen when they left West
4 Point last night. Their comrades
4 insisted that th dismissed men
4 come to the mess hall for a last
4 dinner and many accompanied
4 them to the train.
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ROAD STOCKS

Louisville, Ky., Aug. 20. The police
believe they have rounded up
every member of a gang of counterfeiters whose operations were dis
closed yesterday, when John and Marion Roberts, Nannie Harp and Will
Koenlg were arrested and a chest
found containing a million dollars In
fraudulent Mexican bank notes.
It has been shown that the plans "of
these counterfeiters Included the
faking of railroad stock certificates,
such as Louisville and Nashv.ille, issuing counterfeit money to pay for
them and conducting an imaginary
business with imitation collateral.

HAS HARROWING

EXPERIENCE

4

That automobile excursion to 'the in the eleven automobiles that had
mesa lands today, with a big barbecue , Dfen ottered for the trip.
thrown in, bad to be called off. It The postponement of the excursion
was a disappointment, not only to the
rained, in fact it fairly poured, from
promoters, but also to those who
early this .morning up to and includ- wanted to go. The latter were keening the greater part of the day, mak- ly anticipating that gastronomic treat
ing a trip to the mesa by auto out in the way of a genuine
of the question because of the mud barbecue dinner out on the mesa. The
pig had been, bought, a quarter of beef
and water.
had been sent out to be roasted .over
It is needless to say that there was an open . fire and roasting ears and
much disappointment, not so much watermelons were to complete the
because of the rain, but because the menu. It was going to be a feast fit
excursion could not be pulled off. But for a king. .
while the trip has been postponed for Among those accepting the invitathe time being. Secretary George A. tion to visit the mesa today were F.
Fleming of .the Commercial club, to- H. Pierce, Chas Ilfeld, W. B. Gortner,
day informed an Optic representative Jr H." Stearne, O. G. Schaefer, J.
that the excursion would be run at Draaf, F. O. Blood, W. N. Rosenthal,
& future date,
providing the owners D. L. Chambers, E. E. French, Col. M.
of autos were willing to donate the M: Padgett, M. Greenberger, Jack
use of their machines and the busi- Laubach, H. G. Coors, John S. Clark,
ness men wanted to go.
C. C. Robbins, R. W. Hoyt, M. W.
',, Yesterday answers of acceptance to Browne, Dr. W. R. Tipton,' Nick Hil-th- e
invitations sent out to the busigers, Chas O'Malley, Dave. Winter:
ness men to participate In the excur-'nitAlex (Forbes, G. E. Waterman,
sion and barbecue came thlcto
and B. S. Gowen, John Pugh.H. C. Young,
fast and by evening over fifty had G. H. Kinkel, Chas Rosenthal, Henry
shown a willingness to partake of the Stum, W. J. Lucas, Herbert W, Clark,
hospitality offered by the Commercial J. D. W. Veeder, O. L. Gregory, J. L.
club and the Gaylor-Klefe- r
Realty Tooker, D. H. Grant, R, Studebaker,
company. So" .large was the number Geo. A.1 Fleming, Judge W. J. MUls.
who wanted to go', that' it was a ques- J. R. Brought, Dr. Shiven and H. C.
tion how all would be accommodated Monsimer.
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MEXICAN FALLS FROM
BRIDGE; FATALLY

PLANT

INJURED

now

MIMIC WAR AROUND
BOSTON COMES TO CLOSE
Boston, Aug. 20. Peace was declar
ed last night in the mimic war which
has been raging around Boston and

the tired militiamen are returning to
their ,homes. The result of the many
desperate engagements will not be
known until the umpires get together
and decide, whether Boston was captured or not.

RATHER THAT RUN. RISK OF
ING BLOWN UP, THEY RESIGN THEIR JOBS

BE-

Pittsburg, Aug. 20. Attempt were
made today to fire the plant of the
Pressed Steel Car company at
Rocks, but the troops discovered the blaze in time to frustrate the
Mc-Ke-

attempt.

Learning that the strikers had
threatened to dynamite the steamer
H. H. Uriel, used to carry the strikebreakers to and from work across
20. The heat the river, the, crew of the boat quit
rather than take the risk of being
temperatures

FATAL STORM BREAKS
HEAT WAVE IN SOUTH

Alexandria, La., Aug.
wave, accompanied by

"

blown tip.
ranging from 95 to 110 degrees In the
worst
was
broken today by the
shade,
electrical storm ever experienced in SANTA FE CAR EMPLOYE
RUN DOWN BY TRAIN
central Louisiana. Two were killed,
one paralyzed end two knocked senses
Louta Barela,
less by lightning.
old,
HARRIMAN'S SON IS
an employe of the Santa Fe car shops,
FOND
OF
HARD
WORK
,
died in St. Joseph's sanitarium at AlNO "AFTER CURE" FOR
4
buquerque yesterday, afternoon from
Chicago, Aug. 20. Averell Harrl-ma- 4
EDWARD H. HARRIMAN
injuries received as the result of bea son of E. H. Harriman, is 4
4 ing struck by
Santa Fe
learning the railroad business from 4- Paris, Aug. 20. In
of
train No. 10 near that city yesterday
spite
the ground up. When asked how he
the many rumors concerning the 4 morning. Barela was evidently . asdesired to spend his summer, he f
condition of 4 leep when ihe train hit him and never
chose work rather than accompany his 4- alarming physical
E, H. Harriman, of New York,
regained consciousness. According to
father to Europe, and with his chum,
It is now stated by the highest 4 all the information obtainable
the
4
George Dixon, of New York, was given
condition Is 4 man was lying asleep alongside the
hie
4
that
authority
a job carrying a chain In an Oregon
by no means critical. The "cure" 4 track. According to Engineer Riley,
Short line surveying party in Idaho at
at
Bad Gaste is the most ener-- 4 who was pulling No. 10, he did not no
$65 a month, with Instructions that he
4
vating and patients there are 4 tice the man until he was nearly on
be treated as any other employe.
4 usually sent to some quiet re- - 4 top of him, and In the uncertain light,
4 sort for an "after cure." Harri- - 4 thought be was a bundle of rags. As
4 man was so restless it was lm- - 4 soon as he realized that It was a man,
4 possible for him to settle down 4 he stopped ' the train, although, too
4 In a foreign resort for a com- - 4 late, as Barela had already been bad4 plete ' rest of the "after cure" 4 ly Injured. His skull was fractured In
4 and his physicians thought It 4 two places, both leg& and an arm
4 best to allow him to return home. 4 broken and he was otherwise injured
44
Internally.
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IN CROSS COUNTRY TRIP
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CRIMP IN MESA EXCURSION

MAKING SPURIOUS BANK
NOTES, ALSO FORGED RAIL-

BESIDES

POLICIES

Trans-MIssissip-

old-tim- e

ATTEMPT

Suffering from a badly fractured
skull and serious Internal injuries, T.
M. Luna, a native employed on a
AT
BIG Santa Fe
M'KEES ROCKS
POLICE MAKE
LOUISVILLE
bridge gang near CerriUos, STRIKERS
AS LAST
USE
ARSON
CATCH OF COUNTERwas taken to Albuquerque last night
In
St.
and
sanitarium
RESORT
placed
FEITERS.
Joseph's
where an operation was performed In
the hope of saving his life. Luna, toEBUND
GANG gether with several other workmen, TROOPS PUT OUT FIHE
IIP
JfBOLE
was employed on a bridge near Cerril-ks- ,
f
when in some unexplained manTWO
WOMEN AND TWO MEN ner he lost his balance and fell a dis ALSO THREATEN TO DYNAMITE
FERRYBOAT CARRYING NON
INCLUDED IN THOSE WHO
tance of eighty feet, striking on his
head. That the man was. not instantARE ARRESTED
UNION MEN
ly killed Is almost a miracle. As It
Is scant hope is held out for his re
CPERATiONS
CREW QUITS BADLY SCARED
EXT E N S 1 V E covery.

Denver, Aug. 20. Scoring "TJncIe
Joe" Cannon, to whom he referred as
a political czar, Judge J. B, Belford,
of Colorado, this morning likened the
congress to the national body, and said the delegates
to the commercial congress were
herded into convention halls and
made to support the action, on ' all
public measures, planned by a few
leaders.
'
"What is the use," he said, "of
millions of people west of the Mississippi being represented here if we
have to sit still and have injected a
few spoonsful of prepared rhetoric."
Belford gained a point by the adoption of a motion providing that the
rules be so amended as to give an
hour' a day to free discussion. It is
probable that there will be a fight In
the resolutions committee over the
resolution presented by W. G. Stone
of Colorado, commending the work cf
the national forestry bureau iinder
Gifford Pinchot.
A railroad
rate resolution was
presented today which will be thresh
ed out in committee.
jonn w. MiuiKen was tfle enter
speaker of this morning, his subject
being "Improved Conditions in the
Northwest"

4
4
4

road, with nothing to amuse aim but
the patter of the falling rain and the
dismal howl of a lonely coyote. It
was an experience which he will not
oon forgt't.
Mr. Levy during hl stay In this city
Is a guest at the home of Charles

Tamme, an

4

DOWNPOUR PUTS

UNEXPECTED

HAD MILLION

VOICE

DAMAGE

Washington, Aug. 20. Henry B.
Davis, counsel for Mr,. Sutton during
SUFFER
the court inquiry into the death of
toer son. Lieutenant James N. Sutton,
Denver, Aug. 20. Thousands, warnIssued a statement sharply crlt-- I
.today
ed of a flood coming down from Lake
icizing the findings of the court of In-- !
the Platte River
George, watched
quiry. He declared that the judge ad- overflow its banks last night, flood
voca'e was derelict in his duties in
ing scones of cottages in West Den- not confirming two legal propositions
'
had received
ver. The inhabitants
submitted by Mr. Davis.
Had
police he
ample warning by mounted
his duty, said Daperformed
and little damage was done. For a
have been ,neces-sarvis, it would
time it was thought Ihe great Cheese-mato exclude the hypothesis of sui
dam between Lake George and
cide and the idea of a
Denver would go out. The railroad si- .wound.
Davis made it evident that.
tuation south of Denver is rapidly im- the case would not be
dropped.
&
Grande
Rio
The Denver
I

EDITION.

FIVE O'CLOCK

20, 1909

So.

lomJy hours of the night on Ihe

An electrical storm Tuesday night
caused considerable damage to the
telegraph and telephone companies at
OF COLORIVER Raton and in the surrounding country. JUDGE J. B. BELFORD
PEOPLE ALONG PLATTE
RADO SCORES DENVER
Wires on both lines were ruined by
IN COLORADO WARNED
the heavy charges of electricity that
CONGRESS
BEFORE HAND
came through the air, and new ones
have to be put In their places before
NOW'
OVER it will be possible to use them. Sev LIKE SUBJECTS OF CZAR
WORST IS
eral fuses in ihe Postal office in Raton were burned out, which was not
BREAKING OF noticed until the operator went on USES CANNON'S IRON RULE OVER
TIME
FOR A
LAW MAKING BODY TO IL--.
CHEESMAN DAM THREATENduty which might have caused more
x
LUSTRATE POINT
damag, had the Etorm continued, but
ED DENVER
as it was. It only cut off all connec
tions until repairs were made.
RESOLUTIONS
CONSIDERING
HIGH WATER AT TRINIDAD
MRS. SUTTON'S COUNSEL
CRITICISES NAVAL COURT
EXPECTED OVER ENTROUBLE
PURGATOIRE RIVER THERE GOES
ON RAMPAGE

FRIDAY, AUGUST

It's

,

Alex Levy, now living at Walsen- - startled to hear a roar of rushing
burg, Colo., but formerly a resident water. He had just started to cross
of this city where he was an exten the Rio Cebolla and knowing it was
sive tie and timber contractor, reach- perhaps a cloudburst coming down ihe

ed the city this morning, after a har
rowing experience encountered while
he was making a cross country drive
to Las Vegas from Mora.
Mr. Levy went to Mora a few days
ago to look after' his interests In the
Mora grant. Finishing his work yes
terday afternoon, he- started for this
city. " Darkness overtook him on the
way and while trying o keep the road,
In 'the inky blackness, Mr. Levy was

stream, he whipped up his horse and
got across just as a wall of water
fifteen feet high swept down the bed
of this stream.
Unnerved by his narrow escape
from death and being unable to keep
the road because of the darkness,
Mr. Levy concluded that there was
but one. thing for him to do, stop
and await the coming of daylight.
And this Is what he did, spending the

LAS VEGAS TODAY VISITED BY

BIGGEST RAIN IN THREE YEARS

(

z,

.

The rain which set in here early this morning and continued
throughout the greater part of today, being heaviest about 2 o'clock
this afternoon, is the biggest downpour recorded in any one day in
Las Vegas during the past three years.
According to the official measurement ot the rainfall made up
to 3 o'clock this afternoon by Dr. William Curtiss Bailey, at the
local U. S. weather bureau station, the fall had been 1.43 inches,
and this wilj be increased before the day passes as it has been raining intermittently since the fall was recorded at that hour, with no
indication of immediate cessation.
This rain, coming at this time, will do a vast amount of good.
It will fill up the water holes in the surrounding country, as the
rain has been general in northeastern New Mexico, and will put the
range in fine shape for winter pasturage. The rain will also save the
crops, or at least partially so, making It possible for the ranchers
and farmers to get a good supply of winter feed.
The rain was a part of the storm which yesterday swept over
'southern Colorado, causing serious floods In that state. It followed" the Sangre de Crista mountain range as it shifted to the south.
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1900 CROP VALUES
--

ILL

TOUCH NEW HIGH MARK

Washington, Aug. 20. The value of the "agricultural people. It has refarm products In the United States sulted In increasing the productivefor the present year will amount to ness of women in the homes, and has
the stupendous total ot $8,000,000, ac- brought about- better homes and a
cording to a statement of Assistant more intelligent womanhood.
"The prosperity now in sight will'
Secretary of Agriculture Hays.
Wilson's year book figures, be due to two causes, good crops and
showing a total valuation of farm good prices. One of the remarkable
products of 7,788 million dollars in things in this connection Is how ably
1908, had scarcely been out an hour the great mass of the people is meetwhen Hays went his chief one better ing the Increased cost of. living. Tie
and declared that the year 1909 industrial situation is settling down
or otherwise the consumers of the
would break last year's record.
This, the month of August, is the country would not be able to pay the
crucial month to the farmer's alma- good prices the farmers are receiving
nac. The corn and wheat crops have for their product. The outlook is not
been "made" by September 1, and In- that there will be bumper crops this
side of two weeks the department of year, but that thjs will be a 'bumper
agriculture will have some official year. In some sections in the east
figures to give out which. It is assert and to a lesser degree in the west,
ed, will show remarkable prosperity crops have suffered from drought, but
among the tillers of American soil. prices' are holding to more than offset
Mr. Hays says that while he is not this. .
''Another secret of the farmer's
able to give official figures now,: re
"prosperity, prosperity Is that Europe is increas
ports already indicate
ahead" and show the total farm pro ing Its production per capita.
Eu
duction ' valuation at about eight bil rope takes 10 per cent of America
farm produce. Prosperity prevails in
lions Of dollars.
"The statistics now being prepared Europe this year, and Europe can pay
in the agricultural department," taid good prices for her 10 per cent. Dur
Secretary Hays, "show that thero has ing the next quarter of a century the
come about an increased productive accumulation of in Austria! science and
ness on the part ot the producing In Bkill through vocational schools,1 the
dividual ij the United States. This spread of newspapers, etc., will conIs due to the i&ftoence of the news tinue rapidly toward Increasing the
papers and the spread ot books among J productive capacity of Americans."
-

SANTA

FE TELEGRAPH SCHOOL
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As a part cf Its Increasing success, Conductor S. A. McDonald's freight
the Santa Fe telegTaph school la To- crew. In place of Brakeman Goodrich,
peka points to Its record of having who failed to represent from some
causa.

placed more graduates direct from
school to telegraph positions In the
past twelve months than all other
similar schools In the west combined.
The Topeka school gives a complete
course of Instruction in telegraphy
and station accounting to its students.
The average operator In a railway
office does not, as a rule, have an
opportunity to learn the work of station accounting only as he picks It
up during his years of service as an
operator. Learning the subject In
this manner, he does not attain the
'
degree of efficiency he would were
he to put In several months of study
of the subject, and often finds himself very Incompetent when he first
takes charge of a station.
The purpose of this school is to
have the student master the details
of the business of a railway station
is
and such thorough Instruction
given that he will be fitted to take Immediate charge of any small btatloi
to which he may be assigned. H- is
thus enabled to avoid the long peiiod
of service as operator while learning
station work that he would otherwisa
'
have to serve.
The position of agent .is nmMy a
stepping stone to something better in
the career of the ambitious youug
man who enters this branch of the
railway service. But tborouvn preparation for this step is essentia' to
further success, as even the roost
charitably Inclined railroad compaiv
will not care to pay an unmerited
salary for any considerable length of
time merely for the opportunity of
acting as stepping stone for Its employes.
Railway telegraph operators' salaries are from $50 to $90 per month.
When serving In the capacity of
agent also their salary ranges from
$50 to $125 per month: In addition to
this, the agent is enabled to add materially' to his salary by acting as express agent, buying and selling goods
on commission, etc. It is a noteworthy fact that the demand for operators with an ability to take charge
of small stations was never greater
than It Is at the present time.

The Great Northern has established
Limited "afternoon
tea service" for all first-clas- s
sleeping
car passengers between 4 and 6
o'clock every afternoon free of charge.
Engineer W. J. Trainer rode the
cushions down to Lamy Junction last
night to relieve Engineer George 8.
Crossen, who is said to have been
working like a Trojan warrior and
then some, of late.
The New York Central railroad,
owing, it is said, to trouble with labor unions and to the high taxes of
Pennsylvania, has decided to remove all repair shops from Pennsylvania to Ohio and New York.
E. E. Pettit, years ago a clerk to
the car foreman here, and sort of
a straw boss on the rip track, is sow
filling most acceptably the position
of general car foreman for the Clark
road at Las Vegas, Nevada.
Brakeman W. H. Shaffer was grafted into service at Albuquerque yesterday and came up to this city with
Conductor C. W. Hereford's crew, for
the reason that Brakeman Surles quit
his job on short notice in the Duke
on the Oriental

-

city.

Fireman F. B. Snelling is willing
to work harder than usual for a few
weeks to drown his loneliness, now
that his wife and children have gone
back to Kansas and Missouri points
to remain till they get good and ready
to come home.
Hllario F. Romero, a son of Canuto
Romero, who Is in the employ of the
Romero Mercantile company here, is
now drawing good pay and pocketing
it as a car inspector for the Santa!
Fe at San Bernardino, Cal.
Brakeman E. A. Davis, of the sec
ond district, didn't disobey orders
when he was called to go out on
the road with Conductor C. V. Bryant
of the third district, though he might

yesterday
deadheaded back from Raton, to
which terminal he lad piloted two
light engines.
Conductor L. D. Leeper Is on deck
In place of Brakeman H. M. Sweezy
In Conductor W.I F. Frigate's passenger' crew, while Sweezy Is absent In
Topeka on lodge matters.
Conductor D. Reed of the first district brought in the special train of
homeseekers, running- as the second
section of No. 1 yesterday afternoon,
with Brakemen Seagle and Hogg,
i
All steel baggage cars for the
Southern Pacific have been working
their passage south through this city
to El Paso, where they will be turned
pver to the S. P. by the Santa Fe
The Illinois Central shops at
Kentucky, placed fifty machinists to work last week, Increasing
the force in the shops to 916 men,
the largest force In the history of the
-

h,

7

Bhops.

Brakeman A. H. Bell, a swlngman
on Glorieta mountain, made a trip to
Las Vegas yesterday as a member of

FOR BOWEL COMPLAINTS.
Rexall Orderlies are exceedingly pleas-n- t
to take, and are ideal for adult or child.
They act directly on the nerves and muscles
of the bowel. They do not purge or cause
any annoyance whatever. We will refund
the money paid us for them if they do not
thoroughly relieve chronic or habitual
Two sizes, ioc. ane 25c.
E. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.

1
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prefer the run between this city and
Raton to the south end, which reaches
as far as Albuquerque.
The Great Northern has introduced
another innovation on Its transcontinental train between St. Paul and
the Pacific coast. Vacuum cleaning
machines are used to keep the cars
clean. A uniformed operator has
been added to the train crew whose
only duty is to keep the trains clean.
For the reason that Conductor
Charley Oder did not reach La Junta
In time to bring out his
regular run
on the California limited, he brought
No. 7 to Las Vegas last
eveing. The
train was turned over to another yel
low button here. Oder deadheaded with
him to Albuquerque and "will bring
out the Chicago limited tonight.
In order to test the law requiring
railroads to haul the Kansas' militiamen for one cent a mile, J. Dawson,
attorney for the railroad board, has
had a warrant issued for M. J. Gardner, ticket agent for the TJ. P. at
Topeka, on the charge of violating
the law. Gardner refused to accept
one cent a mile for carying state
troops to the rifle shoot at Fort Riley
recently.
The Great Northern railroad has
equipped the Oriental Limited, the
fast train between Chicago, St Paul,
Minneapolis and Puget Sound, with
telephones. A telephone on the library table of the compartment observation car is connected with city
circuits Immediately upon arrival of
the train. This service is established
at Chicago and St. Paul and plans are
Install it at Spo
being worked out-tkane, Seattle, Tacoma and other
points on the line.
To get around the washout which
occurred west of Yuma on the south
ern California desert, the Southern
Pacific shunted its passenger trains
,

RAILROAD NOTES
Conductor J. W. Wells

'

o

f Jev Mexico

College

OF AGRICULTURE
ARTS

AND MECHANIC

"To promote Liberal and
.

HADLEY

(MORRILL

ACT

y

7

1
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1

College Courses (four years) ia Agriculture, IV. Khanical, Electric.il and Civil
Engineering, Household Economics, Commerce and Genera! Science, Requirements
lor entrance and graduation the tame as in the best colleges and technical schools.
(
Preparatory Course (four years) equal to best city high schools.
Industrial Courses (four years) in Agriculture, Practical Mechanics, Business
take
do
a college course,
not expect to
and Domestic Science, for boys and girls who
Open to students who have completed the eighth grade in the common schools.
f
Stenography and Spanish Stenography (one or two years).
L'"en buiidiuss. Splrmiid Equirmcnt. Btrt library in tlm Territory. Faculty ol,
Uausual opportunities tar idi upportOmtortat)Je dormitories.
LxpenxsJow.
Write for Catalogue
W. E.

Address the President

AGRICULTURAL
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UNCLE SAM TO
TWO NEWOREADNAUGHT3

Washington, Aua, 20. Rids for the
construction of two more American
Dreadnaughts, the Warning and the
Arkansas, authorized V(-- congress,
were opened in the
ptjsence of
numerous representatives of shipbuilding firms at the navy department
yesterday.
These vessels are to cost $6,006,000,
exclusive of their armor and an&v
ment, and are to make a high rate of
'
speed.
The vessels are to be of 26,000 ton
each, the largest ever undertaken by
the American naval establishment, the
Increase in tonnage in this class of
vessels being from 20,000, the size
of the original Dreadnaughts, the Delaware and North Dakota.
The Utah, now under construction,
by the New York Shipbuilding company, and the Florida, now being
built at the New York navy yards, are
the two remaining' Dreadnaughts.
their tonnage being 22,000.
'

Cholera Infantum Cured.
"Something like two years ago my
baby, which was then about a year
old, was taken seriously III with chol- era infantum, vomiting and
purging
profusely," write- - J. F. Demnsev nt
Dempsey, Ala. "I did vsat I could to
relieve her but did her no good, and
being very much alarmed about her
went for a physician but failed to find
one, bo came back by Elder Bros. &
Carter's store, and Mr. Elder recommended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea remedy. I procured m
bottle of it, went home as quickly aa
possible and gave the baby a dose of
the remedy. It relieved her in fifteen
minutes and soon cured her entirely."
For sale by all dealers.
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SOUTHERN

PACIFC TRAIN
KILLS

UNKNOWN

MAN

y

.'

Twas

a Glorious Victory.
There's rejoicing In Fedora, Tenn. A
man's life has been saved, and now Dr.
King's New Discovery Is the talk of
the town for curing C. V. Pepper of
deadly lung hemorrhages. "I could

not work nor get about," he writes,
"and the doctor did me no good, but,
after using Dr. King's New Discovery
tliree weeks, I feel like a new man,
pv& can do good work again." For
w.k, sore or diseased lungs, coughs
aiid colds, hemorrhages, hay fever, la
Krl,;;e, asthma or any bronnhlal
It. Ptands tinrivalfid.
Price b0
and S1.G0. Trial boitle free. Bold and
guaranteed by all druggists.

If you read it

In

The Optic it's so.

People with chronic bronchitis, asthma and lung trouble, will find great
relief and comfort in Foley's Honey
and Tar, and can avoid suffering by
commencing to take It at once. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drag Co.

'

A girl hopes to make a home for
herself by marrying.

iM0
PREPARED INSTANTLY. Simplyadd boil- -,
tag water, cool and serve. 10c per package at.
all grocers. 7 flavors. Refuse all substitutes.
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School Necessities
BOYS GIRL
For

Lordsburg, N. M.. Aue. 20.
Tjist
Monday near here on the Southern
Pacific right of way a badly injured
man was found by a section hand,
who came to this city for assistance
When the station agent here and others returned to the scene of the ac
cident the man was dead.
An examination of the corpse dis
closed the fact that the whole top of
the man's head was crushed, and It
is surmised that In attempting to
board a rapidly moving train, pos
sibly In the dark, he got his head
too close to some comer or projection on one of the cars, which resulted In his receiving a frightful blow
which crushed his skull and tore A
part of the top of his head tff.
An examination of the contents of
the pockets of the dead man's clothes
with a view of ascertaining his Identity resulted In finding $12.90 in cash,
a watch and bunch of keys on a key
ring, "he key ring was stamped
wt!h the word "Sayrs", which is
probacy either the name of the owner of the ring or the manufacturer
of It. Mo letters or papers of anv
kind were found, so that tha identitv
of the victim of the unfortunate ac
cident is shrouded in mystery. The
remains were placed on the hand-ca- r
iii'l
to Lordsburg where they
were interred in the Lordsburg ceme-tri-
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A
S,?tes
Government and the Territory of New Mexico. Gives practical
Thus fits
training in thcindustries, as well as general education.
conditions.
This is
its students for successful life under present-danot a school for the favored few. It is Evirybody's College.

1909

Words to

t

Practical Education."'

MALL
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from the west around by Phoenix,
Women
The Welcome
Aria, on the Afeh Fork line.
1
Women who suffer with disorders peculiar to their
trains were sent off the S. P. main
MX should write to Dr. Pierce and receive free the
line at Colton, Cal., and went to
advice of a physician of over 40 years' experience
Phoenix over the Ash Fork line of the
a skilled ami successful specialist in the diseases
oi women. Every letter of this sort has the most
Santa Fe, from there to Maricopa
careful consideration and is regarded as sacredly
over the Maricopa & Phoenix line and
confidential. Many sensitively modest women write
then onto the main line to El Paso.
fully to Dr. Pierce what they would shrink from
This necessitated a delay of twenty-fou- r
telling to tbeir local physician. The local physician
is pretry sure to say that he cannot do anything
hours or more and all of the
without "an examination." Dr. Pieroe holds that
trains from the west were annulled
these distasteful examinations are ieoerallv need- Tuesday.
leea, and that no woman, except in rare cases, should submit to them.
The car repairers of Las Vegas had
Dr. Pierce's treatment will cure 70a right in the privacy of
best beware. Between 7 and 8 o'clock
your own home. Ilia Favorite Prescription" has cored
hundreds of thousand, some of them the worst, of oases.
the other morning, while the I. & G.
N. railway car repairers were at work
It b the only medicine of its kind that is the product of a regularly graduated
physician. The only one good enough that its makers dare to print its every
under the sheds at Taylor, Texas, a
ingredient on its outside wrapper. There's no secrecy. It will bear examinabold sneak' thief or thieves entered
tion. No alcohol and no
drugs are foond in it. Some unscrupthe apartments where their lockers
ulous medicine dealers may offer you a substitute. Don't take it. Don't trifle
with your health. Write to World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.
are kept, and, breaking the locks on
V. Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y., take the advice received and be well.
same, robbed them of their clothiug.
dinner buckets and such loose change
IKE DAVIS NARROWLY
as was found in their pockets. Re- EDWARD L. HAMBLIN
ESCAPES SERIOUS INJURY
DIES IN CALIFORNIA
pairer J. P. Strole lost a valuable
gold watch and a pair of pantaloons.
All the repairers lost the contents of
S. K. vSydts has received a letter
Word was received In Las Vegas,
their dinner baskets and some change this morning by friends that Edward from Ike Davis, written on the Calif,
In money.
jU Hamblln, formerly a prominent ornia limited and mailed at Hackber-ryConductor Mike R. Jones, who lost resident of this city, had departed
Ariz., informing '.be old man who
both his legs as a result of having this life in Berkeley,
on is In charge of the store that ia usualCalif.,
been thrown under his train and run August 16, 1909. after a protracted ly busy, of a narrow escape he had In
over In the Las Vegas yard, hag sup- illness.
a barber's chair.
plied himself with two artlflcal limbs
Mr. Davis was being shaved by one
Edward L. Hamblln was engaged in
In Denver and, with his family who the
brokerage business in Las Vegas of the best tonsorial artists that trav
accompanied him to that city for the for nearly twenty years, and was els on these fast Santa Fe trains and
purpose, has returned to his
well and favorably known all over was in a fair way to sink into the
farm. He had decided upon this southwestern country, having of arms of Morpheus and dream of matthis move weeks before the awful fices at one time in Las Vegas, Al- ters and
things .generally at home
accident befell him in an unguarded buquerque, El Paso. Texas, and Trin- when there was a sudden and
sharp
moment. Mr.' Jones will likely not
collision between his train
idad, Colo., and numbered his friends head-ohave been forgotten by the Santa Fe by the score. Mr. Hamblln left sur- and another that seemed to insist that
management when the time comes viving him a widow
and two it was entitled to the right of way.
for him to apply for a light job withdaughters, Ruth and Irene, all now
Fortunately the compact was not
in its gift.
so bad as It easily might have
living In Berkeley.
nearly
Conductor E. E. Wilson and, wife
Mr. Hamblln's residence in been and Mr. Davib escaped being seDuring
are now putting that spanky, little Las
Vegas he was an upright citizen, riously cut with the razor in the
team of broncos, about which The
loyal friend, warm-hearteand gen- hands of a barber who was giving
Optic had something to say recently. erous man, and his loss will
be keen- him a neat, close shave in expectancy
to good, profitable use. Mr. Wilson
ly felt by a multitude of friends. He of a tip. Incidentally Mr. Davis as a
resigned his position with the Santa was a member of the
city council dur- result of his escape had no cause to
Fe here some weeks ago, having laid
ing the early days of advancement use that accident imurance he took
by enough money during the years of here and was
a hard worker out when starting on his trip.
his employment to buy a farm, and, for the welfarealways
of his adopted city.
selling his buggy, he hitched the He was also a charter member of the
BIG MILL AT MOGOLLON
sprightly nag8 to a light spring wagon local Elks' lodge.
RUNNING FULL BLAST
with
his
and,
wife and luggage,
started across the country for the
No matter how long yon have tut
Silver City, N. M Aug. 20. Word
northwest. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson will fered,
Foley's Kidney Remedy will help has
just been received from Mogollon
drive to Wyoming and' Montana and you. Mrs. S. L. Bowen. of
Wayne, W that the
recently completed mill of
perhaps to other parts before settling Va.. writes: "I was a suffers from
the Socorro Mines company started
down and growing up with the counkidney disease, so that at tlme3 I could
is now crushing one huntry.
not get out of bed, and whan r did, I up Saturday,
dred and fifty tons of ore daily, and
Conductor J. D. Burke, who return- c6uld not stand
straight I took Fol- that its operations are extremely satised to Las Vegas yesterday from Den
ey's Kidney Remedy. One dollar bot-U- e
ver, doesn't perambulate as easily or
rnd pan uf tie second cured roe factory in every respect. '
as gracefully as he did before it was entirely" It will Cure you. O. U.
The Optic leads; others tag.
necessary for him to wear a cork Schaefer and Red Crom Drug Co.
limb, yet he is thankful that he Is
himself InJ every other , particular
from crown to sole. It is the thought
of what might have been that con'
1
soles him In the fits of despondency
?
?
:
'"'Ml
V
that creep upon him almost unawares
at times: The Inquiry, "Who'll be
the next?" also sometimes enters his
ESTABLISHED 1862
mind. Joe fell heir to two bad accidents In quick succession and the
third one is likely to be the last one
for him, if it ever comes. He'll
try
10 see to it, however, that such is not
the .case in his instance.
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Children's Dresses

Boys' Waits and Pants
We have a good variety of Blouses and Shirt
Waists, in plain and pleated effects, collars attached
and detached, cuffs attached, dark and light colors, splendid values at $1.00 each, for this sale.. ...79c

Boys' Knee Pants in a large and varied assortment all shades and colors, well fitting and very ser69c
viceable, regular 85c values, for this sale
A lot of Odds and Ends in Boys' knee pants, all
good, desireable merchandise, good colors and styles,
worth from 75o to $1.00 per pair, choice this sale 33c
A lot of Windsor Ties in lighi and dark effects,
19c
plain and fancies, the regular 35c grade, for
e
wash
We carry a large line of Boys'
Suits in a variety of materials and styles ran gin in
.'.
$2.50
price from 75c to
two-piec-

We also have a complete line of Boys' Eats in
all popular colors and shapes.

CADET HOSE
cotton, with pure linen heel,
toe and knee, it has no equal
in wearing qualities. Perfect
fitting,
Heavy,

strong and elastic
medium and light

weight.

25c Fair
25c

Seamless ribbed Hose, black
and toe three
15c
ply, per pair .

only, sole, heel

75c to $3.50

are just what you want for the Boy who gives
his clothes hard wear. Made in first class shape
from the best materials, with, two pair of pants
with double knees, they will stand that hard
wear to which they are subjected by the
average boy in school. Warranted not to rip.H

Four button double breasted Suit, in black
and grey mixtures and novelty mixtures, worth
$5.60, this sale only
.$4.45
'

Ribbed Silk Lisle Hose in
black and tan, double heel
and toe, very neat and sevice-ablan excellent hose for
girls,.

65c to $3.00

Misses' Dresses made
from Percale, Gingham and
Linenne, neatly trimmed
in braid, piping, bias bands
and buttons, nice assortment of colors; ages 8, 10,
12, to 14 years, for

WEARBETTER
Combination Suits

The Famous
is the best Hose made for
Children. Made from the best

in a large and varied assortment of styles and colors.
These garments are well
and neatly madefrom good
materials, cost no more
than the material alone
would cost and saves a lot
of work and trouble in
making.
Little Girls Dresses,
made from Percale, Gingham and Linenne, trimmed with bias bands, piping, braid and buttons-Bu- ster
Brown style, variety
of colors; ages 5 and 6
years for

Two button all wool double brested Worsted
Suit in tan mixture, worth $7.00 for
$5.50

All wool Norfolk Suits in green mixtures
and brown stripes, worth
1
$4.50 and $5.00
$3 50
All wool Norfolks Suits in fancy mixtures,
dark patterns, worth $5.00, this sale...
$4.00
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known
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'cad--

f

in'

Boston,

pro-m.e-

THHEE

MEXICO'S

about seventy girls to re sent
NEW
i'anama. A certain Lena D
who was born in Quebec is knows
t. be procuring girls from Lowell,
Mass., and the country districts for
t fan life In Boston. She perluiru
is the greatest woman trader in huINTOKPOUATED
ccord-inman souls in New England,
I
statement she 'trains
Complacency of New England Regarding White Slave themto toherbe own
WHOLESALE
wije.' This woman once
Traffic Found to be Like That of the Ostrich With Its worked in Lowell in a shoe factory.
Distributing Agents of
The French, Jewish and Italian proDe-1
Roe
Hidden.
Assistant
State's
Head
Jno. Deere
,
Attorney
curers are not so much in evidence Taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
IMPLEMENTS
clares Vice is Ranmant Within a Stone's Throw of in New England as In other AmeriMcCormio
can cities. The 'cadets' there are main- Vegetable Compound
Dwering
Massachusetts Capitol.
have taken
Columbus. Ohio.
"I
ly Canadians.
Champion
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
Lydia
MACHINERY
"A new way of procuring girls has
aurln g
pound
change of life. My
Moline
developed in Boston. Wayward ones
1"
Chicago, Aug. 20. The complacency make a traffic in girls quite certain."
doctor told me it
Stndebaker
one
law
in
who
offended
way
the
have
and
was
Mr.
since
to
in
Roe
genNew
good,
the
declares, "by going
of Boston and
'
England
WAGONS VEHICLES
or another are placed on probation.
taking it I feel so
eral in the belief that no barter and bottom and getting Information from The cadets
American
I
better
that
much
court
the
records,
to
go
El wood
Sii.'e of girls and women exists there those who know the business from
work
all
can
do
my
find the names of the girls who are
STOCK FENCE
I
end that the "white slave traffic" is the ground up, who live In it, and
think
again.
and persuade them to
on
Genuine Glidden
Lydia E. Pinkham'a
hiefly in the west gets a grilling by work in it, some very reliable facts run probation,
Com.
to evade parole
in
ItAlt It WIUE
order
away
Vegetable
JUsistant State's Attorney Clifford O. have been gathered. However, a walk
riouiid a fine remedy
from
the
freedom
to
secure
and
pro
Koe- in Chicago
in the "Woman's down Washington, Tremont or Boyl-stofor all woman's
I LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
troubles, and
streets in Boston at night from bation officers. There are instances
World" for September as result of
never forget to tell
where these girls have been sent Into
inves i Ration s made by Mr. Roe in say 8 until 10 o'clock, discloses the
houses at Lowell, Portland, Worcester, my friends what it has done for me."
Boston and other New England cities. first symptoms of something wrong
804 Last Long bt,
Mrs. E.
to the road house at Cordervllle and Columbus, HAJfsos.
Ohio.
Ii rider the title, "The Boston Hypo- which any visitor cannot help but see.
io
towns.
other
Another Woman Helped.
f
block
crisy" Mr. Roe declares that the New In Hayward plaoe,
Graniteville. Vt "I was passing
"Over two and a half years ago Chi
os- from Washington
Is
main
like
the
the
street,
complacency
England
the Change of Life and suffered
was told that there was a white through
from nervousness and other annoying
trich that hides her head in the sand shopping street of Boston, under the cago
were in
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetnd thinks because she cannot see very nose of one of, the largest re- slave traffic and the people and un symptoms.
table Compound restored myhealthand
romantic
seemed
It
dignant.
tail stores, are two places such as
anyone no one can see her.
proved worth mountains
believable. But Chicago knows it strength, and
The investigations of the conditions would only be tolerated in the lowest
of gold to me. For the sake of other
too well today. Boston must be
suffering women I am willing you
which exist was undertaken because red light district of any city. One has only
In the same way. People should pnDiisn my letter.
mki
of Massachusetts, New but to pick up the telephone directory awakened
tliH
Granite-Till- e,
will say it cannot be true. Indeed it Cha&les Baeclay, E.F.D.,
Hampshire and Maine informed the and find the numbers there of at least is hard to find because
Vt
secrecy is its
Women who are passing through this
committee chosen by the "Woman's two hundred houses of 111 repute. Chiin the dark critical period or who are suffering
success.
hidden
It
keeps
World" to secure legislation against cago, one of the acknowledged cen
ness. Someone in Boston will drag from any of those distressing ills pethe Tvhite slave traffic that they be- ters of vice, does not tolerate that,
culiar to their sex should not lose sight
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothisg a Specialty.
it out Into the light and the "Wo of the fact that for
lieved their states were exempt from nor can you find such places as the
thirty years Lydia
to J5. Jtinkham's yegetaDie
World"
stands
committee
man's
compound,
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
the monstrous systematized evil which Hayward, Epicure, Dreyfus or Palm aid in
any way we can.' White slave- which is mado from roots and herbs,
has been found to swallow up some Garden In the principal shopping dis
for
heen
standard
has
the
remedy
Is the system of making good girls
female ills. In almost every commuCS.OOO girls each year in the United tricts of Chicago.
One of the most ry
or bad girls worse. It is the nity you will find women who have
bad
Vermont
States. Governor Prouty of
glaring examples of disorderly places
men live Deen restored to neaitn Dy jLyaia x
wrote the committee: "If the people which the good citizens there over modern method by which
from
of disre Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
loathsome
the
earnings
of this state were convinced that such looked in the business district is al
women.
putable
traffic as you speak of was being most within a stone's throw of the
"Let me tell you of a twenty-on-e
ELKS AND MASONS
carried on there would be absolutely State House and capltol of Massayear old girl in Boston. She was born
( Incorporated)
no question as to what they would do chusetts.
in New York City. Her father is
LODGES
INSTITUTE
not
am
it.
I,
one
personally,
of
nun
the
regarding
biography
"Taking
dead and her mother is an actress.
willing to believe that girls are sold dred girls in disreputable houses at She is
WHOLESALE
pretty and well educated. This
the way you seem to think hey are. random, it was learned that about
Tucumcari, N. M., Aug. 20. Tucum- a
girl,
suplife,
by
living
disreputable
and Oealora In
If so, I have never heard of it in this
come to Boston from Can
ports a Jewish 'cadet who is coarse cari chapter No. 1172, of the B. P. O.
state."
ada, mainly Nova Scotia.
WOOL, HIDES
and vulgar and who beats her when E., has been instituted here. There
"To one who has- made the study she fails to
Governor Draper of Massachusetts,
50 old members of other
were
about
back
to
him
as
bring
when urged to secure new laws direct- of the white slave traffic the first much
money as he desires. Many lodges taken In, though there is some
Mouse at
the
finds
so
wired
one
white
at
dis
when
aimed
many
slavery
question
ly
of the girls come from or go to Wash debate about the legality of this. This
La
committee: "Revised laws of Mas ! orderly places is where do they get
Cast
H.M.,
of
one
the
AlhutjuBrtjvt, M. Mm, Tucvmoarl,
Yoga,
Ington. There seems to be sort of an makes Tucumcari chapter
Mm
Nm Mt;
sachusetts chapter 212 very stringent the girls from? Why do so many under
In
the
M.
strongest
territory.
logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
ground roadway between Bos
in matters of crime against chastity, come from one locality? Is the sup ton and
Red-was
the
in
The
held
initiation
which
of
Washington
many
ply equal to the demand? Are there these
morality, decency and good order."
men's hall and meetings will be held
girls travel.
Mr. Roe has .prosecuted scores of enough persons entering into such
DAM WAGONS, tho Dost Farm Wagon mada
"In examining the laws of Massa- there every two weeks until the Elks
white slave cases In Chicago and has a life voluntarily each year to keep cnuseus
RACME-SATILE- Y
are
a
club.
Plans
build
to
to procuring, we arrange
CO., Vehlclos
for two years warned the public, from the places going? The average life find the relating
same flaws which exist in already on foot for that purpose,
NAVAJO
DLANXETS
, his official
knowledge, that innocent of one of these girls is about five Illinois and the other states
before though there Is some debate about
girls were being systematically hunt-- years, according to the best statistics. the recent
passage of new laws. In the location. Some propose to build
"Boston and the other New Enged, captured and sold to houses of
the revised laws of Massachusetts another story to the Caruthers buildprostitution. After a careful Inquiry land cities have the 'cadet, system,' 1902, Vol. 2,
ing on Main street and there have
page 1785, section
of several weeks in which he had meaning men and boys living from the
a lodge room 90 by 50. Others want
be
fraudulent
and
must
procuring
abundant assistance, Mr. Roe declares the earnings .of girls engaged !n ibis deceitful
and the woman must be un to build. The matter will be disposboth that the traffic exists flagrantly unlawful business.. Most 'cadets' pro- - married
and of chaste life. If the ed of at an early meeting.
more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
under. the shadow of the Massachu- - cure girls and that is the question
The following officers were elected j,ooo lbs.,
marries the girl to clrcum
procurer
to
eetts capltol and that the laws are for New England to solve. Are the vent the
3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs,
he cannot be prosecut to serve until next March: Exalted (,000 lbs.,
vadets' there engaged in the busi- ed. If thelaw, makes one mistake
very inadequate.
lead
200
esteemed
lbs., 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
in ruler, Royal Prentice;
girl
"Boston and other New England ness of trading in grils? Ye
It Is life she cannot
W.
esteemed
A.
Randall;
ing
knight,
be200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
be protected from
50 lbs.,
a
cities have all the-- elements which paid that a certain Bobble B
Less
ing procured. In many cities the evi- loyal knight, Earl George; esteemed
50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
dence in the cases shows that1 'cadets' lecturing knight, J. W. Corn; secreare paid to marry girls by white slave tary, E B. Rawlins; treasurer T. N.
traders so that prosecution may be Senders: tyler, R. S. Coulter; trustees
avoided and they may thus crawl 0. W. Fvans, jr., C. M. Pasons and
Harvesters, S torers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
W P. Buchanan.
s
through one ofyjhe many
ourity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vega
The kdge was instituted by visit Eamous.
in
'
laws made before
Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
While Eczema. Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, etc., are troubles which affect pandering became a curse upon civili- mg tins from Katon. Atter the
of officers a Dut'ih lunch
Because a girl is not of
the skin, their source is far deeper than the outside cuticle. These affections zation.
are caused by irritating humors, or uratio acid in the blood. Such impurities chaste life is no reason she wants was strved.
of fibrous tissue which lies just to become a
Inflame and irritate the delicate
Masonic Lodge Instituted
prostitute. One wrong
beneath the surface of the outer skin, and the inflammatory discharge thu3
Tucumcari
chapter, IT. M., of the
and
no
she
is
step
chaste
and
longer
produced is forced out through the pores and glands, and is continually
was Instituted here at
Masonic
order
we
say, acocrding to the law, let
kept up while the blood remains infected. This exudation causes the form- then
ation of scales and crusts so often seen in Eczema, and when they are her shift for herself. We all make the Masonic hall., J. C. Jones was
scratched off the flesh is left raw and more susceptible to other Infection. mistakes, so let us be
charitable. The selected high priest; M. B. Keater
It can very ana
readily be seen then that to produce a cure the circulation must words
chaste
life' should be king and P. Wertheim scribe. Grand
'previous
cieansea. mis . is. a. wm ao. it goes aown to mo veiy
purinea
WHOLESALE GROCERS
' oottom,
removes all humors and impurities, neutralizes the excessive acids erased from the law and all female high priest C. D. Boucher, of Las Veof the system and in this way removes the cause of disease. Local applicawas
He
instituted
the
gas,
chapter.
should
be protected from the
tions can only soothe the Irritation and assist in keeping the skin clean; they persons
Scada and
,
assisted by H. A. Carpenter, of El
never produce a cure because such treatment does not reach the blood. traders."
most
of
eminent
commander
Paso,
S.S.S. restores to the thin, acrid blood all its lost properties, makes it
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
pure and rich and enables it to nourish the skin and keep it soft, smooth
Knights Templar of the state of Tex'
If
was
fool
there
a
killer
the
really
All kinds of Native Products.
all
on
medical
free
advice
.
Diseases
to
Skin
and any
and healthy. Book
as; Col. Lewis, of' El Paso; Chas. P.
world would soon become
Who write.
Grain
Sacks, Hay Presses.
Downs, of Alamogordo, and Dr. Barr,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA
'
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
of Hudson.
A team was also conducted through
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
the mysteries of the Royal Arch work.
Headquarters in the Territory for
Surprise your stomach with the At night there was an elaborate
most delicious breakfast you ever tast- spread at Record's cafe, given in hon
ed, TOASTED RICE FLAKES with or of the visiting members.
cream. The most wholesome,
the
most palatable, the most digestible of
Some people believe that death ends
all cereals. A big package for 10
V but the numerous lives of
cents. '
great
men to 'be found In bookstores tend
Wben a man Is cornered It doesn't to disprove the theory.
necessarily prove that he is square.
Granulated Sore Eyes Cured.
v
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and DA BUSl
"For twenty years I suffered from a
iarrhoea Remedy Never Known
bad case of granulated sore eyes, says
, NESS; A MUSICAL INSTRU,
to Fall.
Martin Boyd of Henrietta, Ky. "In
MENT; You will serve your own
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic, February, 1903, a gentleman asked me
Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy since to try Chamberlain's Salve. I bought
interest by consulting
s
it was first introduced to the public in one box and used about
of
1872, and have never found one in- it and my eyes have not given me any
stance where a cure was not speedily trouble since." This salve is for sale
effected by its use. I have been a com- by all dealers.
:
mercial traveler for eighteen years,
Lm0
and never start on a trip without this,
4
If an idea should every strike some
S
my faithful friend," says H. S. Nichols
of Oakland, Ind. Ter. For sale by all fellows they would be knocked silly.
dealers.
The Laziest Ma-- i in The World
ri
would not be contented to be kept In
II
-v
OHIQIHA! 1 the house and doing nothing by rheum
?
M
k
atism. Neither are you, who are al
'
LAXATIV5
.'
- It
ways busy and active. Then don't neglect the first twinge of an ache or
HONEY
pain that you might think Is Just a
1
I Cores Ccuzhi. CeUs. Cross. La Grboe. Asthma. Threat
"crick." Rub well with Ballard'a Snow
Liniment and no matter what the
ZJk
Lunar
pBMuse&U an
.
rru.vfr
Prayesta
trouble is, it will disappear at once.
MkE BY o. O. BwnAtrcR AND RED CROSS DRUG COMPANY
Sold by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
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Nothing
cup In Its measurements.
but a large scale will satisfy it, pa It
looks out upon the possibilities. And
It must be confessed that there Is
something contagious In the confidence which every western man feels
In the certain future. As a stimulus
to patriotic pride It cannot be urpass-ed- .
"

EDITOR

1"

WHAT THE WEST WANTS

While Superintendent of Streets
Kelly is improving Lincoln park by
cutting out the obnoxious oottonwood
trees and Incidentally trimming the
others, it might be well for him to
extend his tree operations a little
farther and whack off some of the
weeping boughs that have rendered
many of the sidewalks in the residence- portion almost Impassable. If
the owner does not take enough pride
in his premises to keep his trees
trimmed, then the city should have it
done and charge it up in his taxes.
Today many had occasion to use um
brellas, and complaints to The Optic
were numerous of the difficulty en
countered in using umbrellas along
some of the residence streets because
of the boughs overhanging the sidewalk. One man in particular, prac
tically ruined a brand new $10 um
brella (it was his wife's, too,) by
catching it in a bough and tearing a
big hole In it.

r

Tan Elucher bellast tongue at
Black Blucher
-

l;

20,

1909

A Reminder

$350

-

belast tongue, eiira heavy sole at

If anticipating buying a gift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
'
Jewelry, remember we carry oiSy the BEST.
;

$4.00

Gorhaum Sliver

Made from first grade solid leather, by "Grifhtte
; Shoe. Co.," Denver Colo.

Common Sense Shoo Storo
614

:

t;

It

!

Douglas Avenue,

.
polnta.
A system of rigid supervision is em
.

ployed from the time a message Is
signalled for by call box or handed in
at the Postal office, until It is deliver
ed to the address. Every second pos
sible is saved in the various, channels
through which a message passes. The
Improved method in expediting tha
traffic over the wires has1 reduced the
time of transit so that now patrons
may receive answers from Chicago,
New York, Boston, Kansas City. Den
ver, San Francisco, New Orleans,
Memphis, Cincinnati and other prin
cipal points in less than thirty min
utes after the messenger has been signaled to take the message. V
A maximum schedule time limit is
fixed forthe transit 08 every message
tn the operating, delivery, clerks and
Failure to
messenger departments.
is sharply
limit
time
this
within
keep
Mes
checked up on each message.
defor
the
extra
receive
pay
sengers
livery and collection of every message
within the time allowed for the service. The average elapsed time, for
instance, from the time a messenger
is called in New York to delivery to
addressee in Kansas City is fifteen
minutes. In cases where the distance
from the office to addressee is short,
messages are more frequently deliv
ered In less than fifteen minutes.

Henry Clay was an adept In picturing the future of the golden west In
glowing words. To him the "west"
meant Ohio,' Indiana, Illinois, and
Kentucky. He urged the protection
of Its Industriesthe building of roads
for its development, and the encour
agement of its people in every way.
Visitors from the cast,, attracted to
the central states by the roseate de
scriptions of such leaders, went back
home to sing the praises of the new
land beyond the mountains.
The same sort of process Is witnessed now. Visitors to the "west"
are returning from Washington, Idaho,
Utah, and other commonwealths, telling of the glories they have seen.
Many of them declare the intention to
join the great army of homeeeekersJ
wno are pressing into tnese new lands
of promise. Their enthusiasm merely
reflects the feeling of those already
settled beyond ft more distant range
M. M. Williamson, an Iowa news
of mountains than that which formed paper man, who has been here before
a barrier for the pioneer of a century and bought land. Is among the many
ago.
who arrived in Las Vegas by special
The expressions which come from train yesterday afternoon. Of course
the irrigation congress at Spokane in he will have something nice to say
dicate the belief of the "west" in about this favored section in his
ltseir. It knows what it wants.
It newspaper when he gets home from a
does not hesitate to declare its needs. trip that is being made as pleasant
William French is in town today
It does not use a foot rule or a pint for him as possible.
from Cimarron, N. M.

Jeweler and

TAUPERT,
"

Vegmt, 3f. M.

,.

-i- -

JONES WILL
STAR IN VAUDEVILLE

BUFFALO
QUICKER
TIME ON THE WIRE

New York, Aug. 20. The Postal
Telegraph company on August 2 in
augurated new an improved methods
In its general service between impor
tant cities and towns. This service is
and
called "special rush service,
demonstrates the rapidity with which
messages are exchanged between all

J.
Las
B

E.
INAUGURATES

1

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc.
Take advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
saves ,you ten PER CENT on your purchase. ' "

HEDGCQCK'S

AT

!

j

FRIDAY, AUGUST

Working Men's Shoes

wants

The "west; wants money." It
lots of it Specifically, It wants 5v
000,000,000.
It will share part of it
with the rest of the country. But its
Katere4 at tte Poatoftk at 'East own projects will require much? of the
ecood-ctae- a
vast amount The money is to be
Lm Veg&a, N M, m
divided into five equal parts and is to
natter.
be. used for reclamation of arid lands
by irrigation, for deep waterways, for
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
!r goo4 4roads, for drainage of swamp
Da'ly
lands. Five billion dollars is a
7.00
Pr Tear by Carrier
amount. The vision of the Agwat
.65
Per Month by Carrier
tlanta coast citizen would never reach"
.20
Carrier
Par Wk
"west"
so, far. It is the expectant
Waekly.
which sees far ahead, outlines the
One Tear
$J.W needs, and looks forward with a hope
LOO
tlx Monti
ful spirit in the direction of great ac
complishments. Chicago Tribune.
Next year let's have-- a mesa autoPROPERTY OWNERS SHOULD
mobile trip early tn the spring.
TRIM THEIR SHADE TREES

OAlUir CPTIC,

(Kansas City Star.)
"Buffalo" Jones was in Kansas
City yesterday. He Is going to Atlantic City, N. J., where he is to lecture and show moving pictures depicting the capturing of mountain
lions and other "varmints," as he
calls them, in the wildest parts of Arizona, Yellowstone Park and other
farther north. After several of
these lectures Mr. Clones is to begin
a long engagement with Keith & Proctor on that firm's vaudeville circuit
In his vaudeville performance the
old pioneer will use the moving pictures and tell the story of the west
as he knew it years ago and as it is
today. Among other things he will
tell about his buffalo herd, now num
bering more than one hundred ani
mals, and will describe the cattalo, a
cross between cattle and buffalo, and
give an account of the success he has
had in breeding Persian sheep, of
which he now has a large flock.
Charles J. Jones, known for thirty
years as "Buffalo," built the first ir
rigating ditch in western Kansas
near Garden City, now the center of a
farming community. But farming hal
small attraction for him. Hewas
plalnsijfcn of the type that marked
out the old Santa Fe trail. He gave
his attention for years to saving the
remnants of the buffalo herds, in
breeding them safe from rifle bullete,
and In capturing wild animals for
parks and zoological gardens. Today
he Is one of the few remaining ex
amples who broke the first sod in
western Kansas. He boomed it and
lectured and wrote about it. He made
some money, lost much and went
away. Now he has a fine ranch somewhere in the southwest and has more
lecture engagements than he can fill,

Optician.
60H Dotigla Avenue.

Packers and feeders 10 lower.
Native steers, $4.257.50; ' southern
steers, 3.25L65; southern cowa.
St Louis Woof
?2.E03.85; native cows and letters,
St Louis, Aug. 20. Wool steady. 2,256.60; atockers- - ani feeders.
Territorial western mediums, 2328;
3.005.00; bulls, $2.7503.75; calces,
fine mediums, 22024; fine 13019.
$3.507.25; western steers, $3.S'0r
'
6.60; .western cows, $2.754.40.
10
Chicago Provisions Market
.
lower.
5,000,
. Bulk sales.
Hogs,
Chicago, Aug. 20. Wheat Sept. 99 $7.657.85; heavy $7.757.85; packDec. 98
corn Sept 66 ers and butchers, $7.707.90; light
Dec. 57; oats Sept. 38
Dec. $7.507.85; pigs. 6257.25.
8; pork Sept. 2215; Oct. 2050; lard
Sheep 2,000, steady. Mutton3, $4.25
Oct. 1187
ribs
Sept. 1192
6.10; lambs,
$6.057.55; range
Sept. 1175; Oct. 1145.
wethers, $4.00G.25; range ewes, $3.50

REPORTS.

MARKET

8

1--

4.7S.

New York Stocks
Nerw York. Aug .20. Copper firm,

standard spot 12751300; lead steady
435445; silver 51 prime paper 4
Mexi4
call money 2 4 2
can dollars 44. Amalgamated 86
N. Y. Cent 141
Atchison 118
Union Pacific
Southern Pac. 132
206
steel pfd 114
steel 75
1--

1--

7--

5--

Chicago Live Stock
Aug. 20. Cattle, 2,000,
Chicago,
steady. Beeves, $4.407.60; Texas
steers, $4.005.40; western steers,
$4.406.35; stockers and feeders,
$3.155.25; cows and heifers, $2.25
6.40; calves, $6.008.75.
Light
.Hogs, 16.000; 10 lower.
$7.608J.O; mixed $7.408.15; heavy.
$7.108.15; rough, $7.107.35; good
choice heavy, $7.358.15; plks, $6.00
7.90; bulk sales, $7.558.00.
Sheep, 10,000; weak. Native, $2.75
4.80; western, $2.905.00; yearlings,
$4.005.30;. lambs, native,- $4.25
7.50; western, $4.507.55.
-

SEVENTY PROSPECTIVE
HOMESEEKERS ARRIVE
There were only three excursion cars
of homeseekera In the special train
that arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon, one car having been set
out at French station.
In the three parties reaching here
there were seventy people, all of the
right stripe to build up a farming
country by dry farming method.
Ten carriages were in waiting and
fifty persons were driven out to the
new hotel on the- mesa last evening,
the remainder being comfortably ensconced in the cars which are specially fitted for the purpose.
The weather has been too inclement
today to admit of prospecting for
land locations, though mesa lands are
said to have been dotted over
between showers, all anxious
to make their selections as soon as
possible.
-

with-peopl-

T
wnnld tnka mnra than ft mnftln
Kansas City Live Stock
20.
Kansas City, Aug.
Cattle, 4,000, teacher to cultivate the voice of conweak. science in some people.
including 2,000 southerns;

'
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School Opening Sale of
Smart Clothes, Hats, Shoes and Furnishings
For Boys and Girls

'

School Begins Sept. 6th. We are going to make it especially interesting for mothers to do their boys' shoping

at this Store. We have made ample preparation for this occassion and have gathered together the best lines of merchandise from the best makers. We are prepared to show the best and most complete Boys' Wearing Apparel ever
shown here.

-

THE NEW FALL

This an event of great importance to all mothers as
well as to the boys. Little' prices will buy big values in
,
this sale.
Boys Suits
Blouse Norfolk, or Buster Brown in a great variety of
Clothes, Flannels, Worsteds, Cassimeres, Cheviots; blue, brown,
gray, fancy mixtures and stripes Knickerbocker Pants or plain:
$2.00 Suits
2.50 "
3.00 "
3.50 "

$1.80
2.20
2.65

3.15

$4.00 Suits
4.50
5.00
6.00

Boys' Suits
to 10 Years

4.05

Ferris Shoes for Boys and Girls
'

4.45

5.40

-

A very large and varied assortment embracing every cloth
Double breasted, single breasted, round
cornered Coats; Norf oiks, Knickerbocker or plain Pants; Coats
with the new lapel; cuffs on sleeves; patch or flap pockets dependable Suits made from the best, all wool fabrics they come in
brown, blue, gray, black, stripes and fancy novelties:
"
I
$4.50
$5.00 Suits
$3.15
$3.50 Suits
5.40
3.60 I .... 6,00 '
4.00 " .
I
6.3,0
7.00 "
4.05
4.50 " -

and style in vogue.

Boys' Shirts with collar or no collar; nobby stripes and fancy
patterns, the Season's newest combinations, 65c values, .... 55o

:

Boys' Waists
Blouse or straight front with
soft collar attached or no collar,
all white, chambray.black Sateen,
fancy striped Madras, light or
dark 3Ioth, 65c values,
55o

We carry a very large line of these Shoes in the different
leathers and styles:

,

Boys' Neckwear
bowsj Windsors

Vici, Patent, Gunmetal, Calf Skin,
Lace or Button.

$1.35
90o

$1.50 Hats
$1.00 Hats

The best shoes we know of for years. We havebeen experimenting with shoes have found the Ferris Shoes the best
in every respect; if we knew of others better we would have
them instead.

.

-

25o

All Sizes.

Misses' Dresses

Special
We feature BOYS' SUITS with 2 pairs of Knickerbocker
Pants We offer a swell gray Boys' Suit (with 2 pairs pants) at
jJvs-rc.
$3.X5..:worth$4.50.
h'
i&.OO Suits (with 2 prs. Knickerbocker pants, $4.50'
"'
"
"
"
5A0
.
6.C0

black:

'

$3.60

For Ladies and Misses
ABE IlEKE
Pleased to Show Them,

Hats in the new Trooper or pinch, in' mode green, brown

Red school house Shoes, good year welt, Elk soles, double
stiched; leather, pure Calf skin, the best shoe made for the
money, sizes, 2 to 5.
:
$2.25 Shoes
$2.00
$3.00 Shoes
$2.70

v

Tailored Suits

Boys Hats and Caps

Boys Shoes

3 to 6 Years

'

The

'
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In white Duck, white Lawn,
trimmed in lace or embroideries

Store of Quality"
If
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colored dresses, madras
and
gingham, chambray, 6 to 15 years.
Ilalf-Pric- e
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portant ranch deal .that has been
hanging fire for s6me weeks, but has
Q
at last been consummated.
Rev. M. A. D. Rlvpra, chaplain at
,
returned
St.
Anthony's Banltarium,
methods daring the ,
from Santa Fe this afternoon.
O
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Swearingln are
jnanyears of oar
dealings have proven
here from Santa Fe visiting Mrs.
SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAW IK
Only 5 Cents In Ice and 5 Q
the wisdom of tradSwearlngln'g aunt, Mrs. E. J. Scott
R. E. I-- 8mith is making the rounds
O
Minutes in Time Required
ing with as. While
of town and Uy today in the interO
0
. to Make ICO Plates :
ests of the Price Drug company .of
,
"J. 'M. CUNNINGHAM,
Prldnt. r D. T. H08KIN8, Cashier.
ness we have been v
O
O
Kansas City.
r. B. JANUARY, Asst. Caahler.
FRANK
President.
Vke
SPRINGER,
working for a repuR. E. L. Smith is at the Eldorado
tation; we have gainhotel from Kansas City; Ellas Ferris
A wonderful Ice Cream Freezer 0?
ed it and it will be
from .Lendvllle, Colo.; J. C. Broak is
being shown at our Store. It
from Jollet HI.
makes Ice Cream on an instant's
upheld. Every deal
Miss Sara May Raynolds left the notice. You no longer have to
'
with us is a satisfacaniCH THOUGHT
IT DOESHTNEEb
citv
this afternoon for El Paso. Tex., buy Ice Cream at the store, but
"
-,
'
,
tory deal we guat
to Join her parents. Mr. and Mrs. you can turn it out at home cheapto decide that if you never aave youTI never hare. If you had
rantee that.
Joehua S. Raynolda.
a million a year and spend it all you'd be a pauper at the end
er and in less time than the most
R. C. Smith and F. W. Andre, of
just m if you badn't had a penny.
Ice Cream maker in the
expert
CO.
WINTERS
Denver, are among the guests at City can do it.
..
v
I
II
j
PUT A. DOLLAR OR SO IN THE LAS VEGAS
Hotel La Pension today; also, W. H.
The little machine is simple in
3
Main
SAVINGS BANK
Telephone
construction anaVrequires but 5
Salyers, of Malvern, Iowa,
children
and
S.
Connell
A.
Mrs.
a
cents worth of Ice to make
BRIDGE STREET
every week and have something at the end of the year. You'll
boarded No. 1 this afternoon for Clo- - hundred plates of Ice Cream in
have more than you put in for every dollar you deposit works
DELIVER
WE
AND
TEUHpNE
and earns something for you.
vis, N. M., at which place they will five minutes.
the
machine
is
cost
of
remain
for
the
The
present,
likely
)(' PERSONALS
Mrs. Williamson, wife of a Raton moderate in fact, so cheap that
barber who formerly held forth In the poorest family can afford.
OFFICE WITH
L. E. Armljo visits the town of San this city, is here again on a visit to
Only for sale at
N action, a.1
Seen
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John En.Miguel today.
O
N. L. Gilmore Is a visitor from Col- sign.
THE ROSENTHAL
orado Springs today.
Dr. George Blanche, a brother of
fteorze G. Powers reached here Dr. R. J. Blanche, also a veterinary, 3c each for full size Jelly Glasses
:from Chicago last night
came In from Belle Plajne, Iowa, on 60c dz. for Mason Fruit
R. H. E. TRINIDAD BANDIT SUSPECTS
Second gam
O. C. Rice la at the Castaneda hotel the land excursion yesterday after
Jars, (pints)
BASEBALLSCOSES
1 2
HELD UNDER $10,000 BAIL
900 100 000
Boston
80c dz. for Mason
from San Antonio, Texas.
noon.
3
8
000
001
New
York
....000
Fruit Jars, (quarts)
E. E. Rlndfus Is In town today
John H York, wife, daughter and
and
Hale and CarrIgan;-Brocke- tt
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 20. Between
' HOW THEY STAND.
from his ranch near Wagon Mound,
lady friends, braved the threatening 1.00 dz. for Mason
Constable
Harry Lewis and Deputy
Sweeney.
Joseph Wolff came to town and city hnaveng this morning and went on
Fruit Jars, (half-galloLeandro Martines, ,
Sheriff
Vanderbur,
,
National League.
yesterday, afternoon from Pastura, N. a camping trip to the vicinity of Harsale at
on
Charles
Arellano,
Western
Kreeger,
League
Won.Lost.Pct.
Squick
M.
vey's.
'
R. H. E. Vicente Marquez and Charles Tumel- THE ROSENTHAL
77 29 .726
First
game
St.
Plttahnre
from
town
C F. Weber reached
O. A. Arpin, an auditor of the Sin
000 110 0103 9 4 son walked to the court of Justice of
35 .667 Denver ..
7
n
Joseph and intervening places this af- gr Manufacturing company, arrived $2.75 For
Top Mat Chicago
203 200 0007 8 1 the Peace Stone and were arraigned
64 39 .622 Omaha
New
York
ternoon.
In Las Vegas from Trinidad yesterfull size, only at
tresses,
Patton and Gon- - on the charge of assault to kill and
.505
and
52
Wassoa
Haas;
53
Cincinnati
Mrs. S. A. Thomas departs from day and continued his trip to Albu
THE ROSENTHAL
commit robbery, growing oat of tt
..453
58
48
ding.
on
Philadelphia
the Castaneda hotel for Gotham
querque.
hold-uK
H.
of the Vlctor
R.
sensational
Second
.413
game
..43 61
Mat St. Loula
No. 4 tonight
Mrs. A. Standish, the milliner, left $4.95 for $7.50
100 000 0102 12 E American Fuel company paywagon on
IDenver
.356
67
37
C. oa Hartley Is In the city from on late No. 2 last evening for Den
Brooklyn
tresses, full size,
210 201 0006 10 2 the Gray Creek road last Saturday
ia " .262 Omaha
Boston
only at
Springer; D. N. Hartley and G. H. ver and Chicago on a purchasing trip
Adams and Haley; Sanders and morning. The five suspects pleaded
Bake"r from Tiffin.
on which she is accompanied by her
not guilty and were each committed
Cadman.
American League
t
T. A. Carman, J. M. Taggart and E. little daughter.
R. H. B. to jail under $10,000 bonds each, the
Score
v
P. von Horn are among the Denver
Miss Elsie Bartels, of Denver, ar
7 1 largest bond ever Imposed upon asj;
000 002 0002
'.
69 42 .622 Lincoln
Philadelphia
rived in the city yesterday afternoon
people In the city today.
7 1 offender in the history of Las Animas
000
301
Wichita
0004
.Cub
M.
A.
Y.
43
C.
66
Oppotlte
Detroit
M. C. Funderburk is perhaps the and is the guest of Misses Maria and
Atchison
and
county.
.593
Mason;
McCafferty
46
67
Bostou
sole and only individual In town to Helen Schaefer at their home, 921
57 55 .509 and Jokerst.
siover
look
the
will
Y.
He
afternoon.
Cleveland
N.
from
Endlcott
Seventh street.
'
day
R.H.H.
Score
Take Notice
53 56 .586
Prof. R. R. Larkln reached hia home
Dr. R. J. Blanche, a government tuation with a view to bringing his Chicago
6 3
...'...010
001
Sioux
.468
City
51
58
are recommended to
a
All
New
York
and
to
persons
this
from
here
establishing
Chicago veterinary inspector, connected "with family
and headquarters
city
020 Oil lOx 5 10
45 62 .420 Topeka
toira Wilair'a VlrinQv Rameilv for hdrfr- St. Louis
on the flyer this morning.
the bureau of animal industry, has re permanent homo on his newly-acqui- r
Clarke and Towne: Kaufman and
32 77 .294
B. P. Wiliam8, a Santa Fa bridge turned to the city from an extended ed farm that has almost doubled in Washington
ache, rheumatism and kidney and bladKerns.
der tronhla. It will aulckly correct tr
value since he bought It.
foreman, was enroute to Albuquerque trip to the northwest
Pueblo-De- s
Moines game" at Pueblo
Western
N.
of
a
League
R.
J.
regularltfeB( wMch u neglected, may
from Raton this afternoon.
Fetterman, nephew
Miss Grace Bernhard, a niece of C.
Won.Lost.Pct postponed on account of rain.
who has resided on a Mora
develop Into a serloub Illness. It wiU
Mr. and Mrs. J.' H. Heald arrived M. Bernhard, secretaiy of the South.610
41
64
restore health and strength. Do not
Moines
term
of
from
for
Des
a
years,
long
in this Meadow city last night
western Savings, Loan and Building valley farm
American Association
63 44 .588
for
Sioux
last
neglect signs of kidney or bladder
Sunbury,
evening
City
him
and
departed
the Duke city of New Mexico.
is
family
association,
visiting
At, St Paul St Paul 0; "Louisville trouble and risk Bright's disease or
59 48 .551
F. C. Ready ia at the New Optic from South Bend, Ind.
Pa., on a visit to bis father and Omaha
diabetes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
,...55 50 .524
Brother Arthemian, president of De mother. The young man has been Denver
fromNeedles, Cal.; N. P.' Smith, jr,
In- Croc; Drug Co.
At
.510
0;
Minneapolis
Minneapolis
60
..62
&
Topeka"".
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WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU
in a hundred waysand, In ONE of Them at Least,

ADVERTISE
First Insertion 5 Cents a Line
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!
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DO YOU

1

KNOW

The Optic is the medium from
which the general public mar al- trays have their wants supplied.
Advertisers should remember
that letters directed to Initials
only, are not delivered through
the postofflce. If Initials are us- ed they should be directed to
the care of some person, firm,
postofflce box or this office.
Closing time for classified ad- TertisemenU la 12 o'clock, noon.
the day they are handed la.
Want advertisements can be left
at The Optic office, telephoned
to Main 3, or sent through the
malla to The Daily Optic Cash
with ad required.
Phone Main 2
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THE OPTIC
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Line By Montii.
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Estray Advert!sment- t
Notice i hereby given to wi-rmay concern thit the folio wg a- scribed estray animal was takeo ip by
V. C. Simpson, DemluK, N. M.
:
One steer, two years oM
Branded
On right hip
Branded
On left neck
Branded
On left hip

US

I

To-wit-

OSS PATENT FLOUR

s

Ear mark

And Yoj Will Always Have

j

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Sept 9, '09, said date being 10
days afte. last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board fof the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Las Vegas, N M.
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
L D. Roberts, Estancla, N. M.
One brown mare, 10 years

4

THE- -

-

BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

To-wl- t:

old.

Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice ib hereby given to whom it
is hereby given to whem it
Notice
On left hip
Omaha, Bfobraaka, C. S.
may concern tht the following de-- , may concern that the following deOne small yellow mare, 12 years old. scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up
by
M Y H. C. Brooks, Arma, N. M.
Branded
E. E. Van Horn, Santa Fe, N. M.
A Solid, Conservative
A
On left shoulder
One yearling heifer.
black
One
and white spotted cow, 8 years old, has young calf.
Branded
Branded
M
L
Branded
On left hip
On left shoulder
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
Located and Operating in the West.
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
On right hip
before Sept 9, '09, eaid date being 10
after last appearance of this ad
days
in
Income
It3
Ear mark
Ear mark
vertisement, said estray will be sold
!
by this Board for the benefit of the
to
animal
unknown
this
Said
Securities,
owner when found.
being
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
M.
before Sept 9, '09, said date being 10 before Sept 9, '09, eaid date being 10
La 8 Vegas, N.
given by
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09 days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will ba sold vertisement said estray will be sold
People.
by this Board far the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
Notice is hereby given to whom it owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following deM.
N
Las
Vegas,.
Las Vegas, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
WANTED
Fi ret "class experienced
For Rates and Information Write
'09
19,
1st
30,
last pub Aug
pub Aug.
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
second girl Good wages. Apply to
t:
One wild red cow, with unMrs. Charles Ilfeld.
Estray Advertisement
branded calf.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Brandei
Notice is hereby given to whom it
WANTED
that the following de- may concern that the following deAn experienced nurse girl.
On left ribs
may conci-rNew Mexico and Arizona
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
Must be eighteen or over. Apply
Branded
A. L. Smith, Tolar, N. M.
J. L. Lasater, Estancla. N. M.
1029 Seventh.
East Las Vegas, X. M.
Pioneer Building
On left hip
One sorrel horse,
wild,
One black range cow.
about four years old, right fore foot
Branded
WANTED
Good girl for general
14
white, both hind feet white, about
On left ribs
Ear mark
hands high.
housework, apply Mrs. H. G. Coors.
Advertisement
Estray
Branded
MODEST POSTMASTER
Eai mark
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice is hereby given to wham it
On left hip
WANTED
Position by middle-age- d
or
unless
claimed
on
owner
Board,
by
concern that the following demay
Said animal being unknown ti this
woman as working housekeeper pr
BARS SHEATH GUWNS scribed
10
Said animal being unknown to this
estray animal was taken up by before Sept. 9, '09, eaid dateofbeing adBoard, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
this
cook. 811 Main avenue.
days after last appearance
Luke Hunter, WUlard, N. M.
before Sept 9, '09, said date being 10 before Sept. 9, '09, eaid date being 10
One brown bull, six years vertisement said estray will be sold
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad20. No old.
this
Board
benefit
for
of
Ocean
the
the
Calif.,.
by
Aug.
Park,
WANTED Sewing, all kinds. Chilvertisement said estray will be sold vertisement said estray will be sold
owner when found. ,
Branded
dren's school clothing, a specialty. mall will be handed out at the Ocean
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
woman unless
un lett mp
owner when found.
Phone Vegas 83.
M13S Harris, Park postofflce to any
,
owner when found.
Las Vegas, N. M.
fj
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
her skirt reaches at least to the an
1st
'09
CATTLE SANITARY BO AMD,
19,
last
Rawlina house.
30,
Aug.
pub
Aug
pub
One big red and white spotted steer,
M.
N.
Las
Vegas,
Las Vegas, N. M.
kles and her sleeves to the elbows. 6 years old.
'09
19,
30,
1st pub Aug.
last pub Aug
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09
Estray Advertisement
She must also wear at least one pettiMEN LEARN BARBER
TRADE
Branded '
Notice It hereby given to whom it
On left ribs
Short time required; graduate coat, an average supply of lingerie
E.itray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following
earn $12 to $30 week. Moler Bar and various arMclea constituting the Said animal
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice lt hereby given to whom It
to this
unknown
was
taken
animal
being
op
estray
by
ftnmnlft femnln toilet.
may concern that the following de-- may concern that the following deber college, Los Aagelet.i
i
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or J. A. Balrd, Alamogordo, N. M.
taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
Whoever appears with, less thun ihc befors Sept. 9, '09, said date being 10
One bay pony, about 14 cribed estray animal was
C. I. Bedford, Estancla, N. M. .
MIera, N. M.
conventional amount of clothes, who- days after last appearance of this ad hands high, small white spot on sides, Fidel Borrego,
One bay horse, 9 years old,
One
colt
8
will
sold
be
old.
said
years
estray
ever expects to get his or her mall vertisement
600
weight
A
pounds.
thte
of
benefit
Branded
Branded
Board
for the
this
Ff.'J
dressed la the one thickness, " or thin- by
" Branded
On right hip
n
On left Jaw '
owner when found.
FOR RENT Furnished house. Modness, of a bathing suit only, will be
On left hip
Branded
ern, 1017 11th street
Branded
T Said animal
Las Vegas, N. M.
handed a lemon instead of a letter.
On left hip
being unknown to this
On right shoulder
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
FOR RENT Suite furnished house- Such Is the edict issued by PostmastSaid an'raal being unknown to this
to
animal
.unknown
Said
this
being
er StIHson, and he declares he will
Board, unless claimed by owner on or fcoard, unless claimed by owner on or before Sept 9, '09, said date being 10
keeping rooms, electric light, bath,
Estray Advertisement
enforce it, too. The less clothes, the
before Sept 9, '09, said date being 10 before Sept. 9, '09, said date being 10 Jays after laBt appearance of this ad
60S Main avenue.
said estray will be sold
Notice is hereby given to whom it Cava after last appearance of this ad days after
less mail, la the motto of the beach
last appearance of this ad vertisement,
by this Board for the benefit of the
concern that the following de vertisement said estray will b sold vertisement, eaid
may
be
will
sold
FURNISHED ROOMS, all modern postofflce.
owner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
this Eoard for the benefit of the by this Board for estray
the benefit of the
The postmaster wants to save his Roman Morago, J. P., Los Padlllos, N by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
conveniences. Peter Murphy, 910
wner when found.
owner wht-- found.
Las Vegas, N. M.
young lady clerks from the shocks M.
Fourth street
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09
9
about
durOne
red
almost
horse,
M
N.
continually
Laa
experienced
Vegis,
Laa Vegas, N. M
TOR RENT Nicely furnished room In ing the last few warm days of seeing years old.
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, 03 1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09
Estray Advertisement
Branded
private family with no children. replicas of the famous atatue of ApolNotice is hereby given to whom it
On left shoulder
Advertisement
Estray
Modern conveniences Including bath, lo appear before their etartled eyes,
Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following do-- i
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
electric light and furnace beat Four clad In an expansive smile and a loin
On right shoulder
fit"
may concern that the following de- may concern that the following de- A.cribed estray animal was taken up by
L. Smith, Tolar, N. M.
blocks from postofflce. Inquire Op- cloth supported and held In place by
Said animal being unknown to this scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
One
sorrel mare, four
tic office.
a kind of a shoulderstrap thpugh Board, unless claimed by owner on or Juan P. Montano, Hagan, N. M.
Monico Sena, Ft. Sumner, N. M.
old, right shoulder white, both
One small bay mare, about
One red steer, two years years
some of them hide their skin under before Sept 9, '09, said date being 10 4
hind feet white, about 14 hands high.
or 6 years old.
old.
an exceedingly becoming layer of eun days after last appearance of this adT
Branded
Y
Branded
'
said estray will be sold
vertisement
Branded
A
On left hip
burn.
On
left
hip
of
this
Board
benefit
the
for
the
by
On right ribs
Said animal being unknown ui this
As for the ladles In, bathing suits. owner, when found.
FOR SALE 320 acres, close in. on
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD, v Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
mesa. Good well, house. All can some of them looked pretty enough to
before Sept 9, '09, eaid date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Sept. 9, '09. said date being 10
Lag Vegas, N. M.
be plowed. Only $8.00 per acre. arouse the ire of the fluffy dressed
'09
1st
19,
30,
Aug.
last
days after last appearance of this ad before Sept 9," 09, said date being 10 ('ays after last appearance of this ad
Aug
pub
pub
Some
G.
L.
Calhoun, 616 Llncodn avenue. female patrone of the postofflce.
vertisement said estray will be sold days after last appearance of this ad vertisement, said estray will be sold
of them, only, however. It was con
by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement said estray will be sold by this ioard for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
FOR SALE 82 head of cattle, cross- sidered an act of kindness to restore
uwner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of the owner wnen found.
Notice is
given to whom it
. CATTLE SANITARY
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
owner when found.
BOARD.
ed Jersey and Durham stock. Call corsets and other stays to the major may concernhereby
that the following de
M.
N.
Las
SANITARY
CATTLE
Laa Vegas, N. M.
Vegas,
BOARD,
on or address J. D. Kavanaugh, ity of the wearers of skirted bathing (cribed estray animal was taken up by
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09
Las Vegas, N; M.
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09
W. A. Davis, Cuervo, N. M.
South Pacific street. Las Vegas.
suits.
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09
One gray horse mule, 9
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
years old.
FOR SALE A 1 hogs. Come quick
Advertisement
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
Seared With a Hot Iron,
Estray
to
whom
it
JVrtlce
is hereby given
branded
Notice is here'oy given to whom it may concern that the following deand take your pick. Vacation
kettle
overturned
d
shoulder
On.
left
Or scalded by
may concern that the followfcig
may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was taken up by
Ranch, Eli Caldwell. Mora road.
Said animal being unknown to this scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by Wm.
cut with a knife bruised by slammed
Gallagher, Ellzabethtown, N. M.'
door injured by gun or "any other Board, unless claimed by owner on or R. S. Tipton, Cloudcroft, N.orM.brown H. C. Brooks, Alma, N. M.
One bay horse, about 11
One
dark
10
bay
before
said
date
9,
09,
being
One blue gray horse, about bands high, two white hind feet whit
Sept
way the thing needed at once Is
14 hands
In
about
star
forehead,
mare,
of
this
ad
after
last
.
5
9 years old.
appearance
FOR SALE No.
Blickensderfer Bucklen's Arnica Salve to subdue In- days
spot in forehead, about 9 years old.
said estray will be sold high,- about 6 or 8 years old.
Branded
Branded
,
typewriter, cost $35, will sell ft for flammation and kill the pain. It's vertisement,
Branded
ror
or
I
tne
Board
tne
benefit
I
by tnis
On left shoulder
On left hip
L
$21. Three large volnmes of the earth's supreme healer, infallible for owner when found.
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
latest Bible encyclopedia scriptural bolls, ulcers, fever sores, eczema and
CATTLE SANITARY. BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Las Vegas, N. M,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before
dictionary, $17; one new enare piles. 25c at all druggists.
Sept 9, '09, said date being 10 before Sept 9, '09, said date being 10
1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09 before Sept 9, '09, eaid date being 10
drum, cheap at $5. Must sell, as I
days after last appearance of tills ad days after last appearance of this adof
ad
this
last
after
appearance
days
am going to leave city. Can be
said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will he sold
Beware of the stranger who disEstray Advertisement
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement,
this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
seen at Murphey's drug store.
by
the
in
benefit
for
of
interest
the
Board
you;
a
this
the
Is
to
Notice
friendly
by
whom
it
plays
hereby given
owner when found.
owner when found.
chances are he bas an ax to grind.
may concern that the following de owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE 3ANITARY BOAED,
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
was
scribed estray animal
taken up by
FOR SALE Gentle, family driving
Las Vegas, N. M.
Las Vegas, N. M.
M.
N.
Las
H. C. Brooks, Alma, N. M.
Vegas,
1st
19, last pub Aug 30, '09 1st Pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09
and saddle horse, also two seated
Aug.
pub
It is 6ald that a king can do no
'i
One bay bald faced mare, 1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30,
buggy and harness. Price right P. O. wrong, but lots of kings never eeem 9 years old, halter broken. ;
Estray Advertisement
Ertray Advertisement
P. O. Box 88.
to tire of making the effort.
Branded
FT
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given, to whom It
On left shoulder
Notice is
given to whom it may concern that the following
may concern that the following deFOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
Said animal being unknown to this may concernhereby
If you are all run down Foley's
that the following deestray animal was- taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
scripdoa. Notary seals and recordi Kidney Remedy wi ! help you. It Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken up by H. C. Brooks. Alma, N. M.
Preclliano, Martinez, Cuervo, N. M.
before Sept 9, '09, said date being 10
One gray work mare, about
at the Optic office.
One red spotted cow, with.
Mora, N. M.
strengthens the kidneys so they will idays after last appearance of this ad Francisco Martinez,
12 years old.
3 years old.
One red cow.
:alf,
eliminate the, impur'ues from the vertisement said estray will be sold
Branded
i
OLD newspapers for sale at The OpBranded
Branded
C 11
the nerves, and by this Board for the benefit of the
blood that de.'r-.vOn left hip
l I
On left hip
On left ribs
tic office, 10 cents a bundle.
owner
when
found.
cause exhaustion, backache, rheumatSaid animal being unknown ct this
Said animal being unknown to this
animal being unknown to this
Said
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
ism and urinary irregularities, which
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner cn or
Las Vegas, N. M,
sap the vitality. Do not delay. Take 1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09 before Sept 9, '09, said date being 10 before Sept 9, '09. said date being 10 before Sept- 9, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this adFoley's Kidney Remedy at once. O. O.
A dull blade makes the ugliest cut vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement said eBtray will be sold
LOST Bunch of keys with chain at- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
by this Board for the benefit of the ly this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
and a slow life the sickliest fun.
tached, between Bridge street and
cwner when found.
owner when found.
owner when found.
A woman has to worry about someCATTLE SANITARY BOAPD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
city hall, on. National avenue or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
It Is quite possible for a fellow to
Las Vegas, N. M.
Las Vegas, N M.
Main street Finder return to Mike thing to keep from worrying about
!
be a heat without being a vegetarian 1st pub Aug. J9, last pub Aug 30, "09 1st pub Aug. 19, last pub Aug 30, '09 ist pub Aug. 19, la3t pub Aug 30, '09
something else.
Orth at the brewery.

It. II. BOBISON,

President

Branded
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Help Wanted, Etc.

H. C. Kelley, Manager
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Las Vesras Undertaking Co.
N

Successor to W. M. LEWIS
'

A

FRIDAY, AUGUST

EGAS DAILY CPTIC,

OVER TAX ROLLS

distant

County Assessor John H. York has
completed his assessment rolls for
the year 1909, and yesterday at the
Undertaking and Embalming
meeting of the board of county comPicture Framing a Specialty Excellent Assortment of Moldinga missioners, the assessor turned over
the completed tax rolls to the board
for examination and acceptance, preAND
paratory to the commissioners plac
ing the assessment rolls in the hands
Short Orders and Regular Dinners
of the treasurer and collector for col
lection. According to Aseeesor York
HANDLED
ALWAYS
OBTAINABLE
GOODS
THE BEST
the assessment for 1909 should yield
the following amounts under the various levies:
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
County and Territorial pur
$168,325.74
poses
571.82
Cattle Indemnity
PHYSICIANS.
MO.
A,
CHAPMAN LODGB
J, A. T.
732.36
Sanitary
Sheep
U.
Regular eonv
School District No. 1, (Las
DR. E. L. HAMMOND j
OiUnlc.Uon first ud
,2,222.65
Vegas)
DENTIST
School District No. 4, (Las
third Thuisdaya 1
Both
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
2,802.85
Met month. Visit-UVegas)
at' office and residence.
phones
eordlalWild Animal Bounty
1,019.20
brothers
City Certificates, (Precincts
Invited. Geo. H. Kinkel, Vf.
469.37
DR. G. L. JENKINS
3,' 5. 6. Bnd 29)
H. Sporlodei, Secretary.
School Districts,
Specials,
DENTIST
2,18178
(Outside towns)
NO. 2.
IAS VEGAS COMMANDER
208.87
Equine
Indemnity
Regular
w? Knights Templar.
Las
of
15,418.85
Store
City
Shoe
Vegas
Over
Hedgcock's
J conclave second Tneeday la
School District No. 2, (East
Phone Vegae 79
each month at Masonic
Las Vegas)
14,694.02
8. Clark,
S.uipih, 7:30 p. m. Job
Town of Las Vegas ......
3,342.06
R. LORD, DENTI8T
F,
, C, OaariM Tamme, Recorder.
B.
M.
Dr.
Williams)
to
(Successor
Total amount of tax levy. . J211.991.57
tAg VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, EOT- - Office Pioneer Building, over Graad
The above amount of $168,325.74
,il Arch Masons. Regular Leader. Rooms S and 4. Phone Includes taxes for territorial pur
f ooavocation first Monday is
Mala 57.
poses and for county purposes, nameeach month at Masonic
General county, general school.
ly:
M. R.
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
court, interest, roads, bridges and
ATTORNEYS.
ha. H.
Williams. H P- court house and jail repairs.
vorleder. SecretaryGEORGE H. HUNKER
DEATH OF AGED GRANDMA
Attorney at Law
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
HOCKETT AT SAN MARCIAL
New
Office: Veeder Block, La Vegas,
"W.

C.

DENNIS, Manager

.'

CAFE

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT

SEVEN

1909

?C,

ASSESSOR

CO.

Lady

V

Barber Your hair's thin, sir.
lxing Sufferer And you've got a
bump on your nose, and one of your
eyes Bquints. Life.

Wq

Sometimes It is neither the heat nor
the humidity so much as the doggon-eperversity of things that makes
you hot. Indianapolis News.

Made by the most "skilful

d

Mexico.

Hall. Visiting Knight

GEORGE

are cordially Invited.
I. P. HAVENS.

in the country of choice blended Havana

Athletic Bather I Just dote on
Browning, don't you?
Fair Bather 1 don't mind browning
as long as it doesn't freckle Judge.

' leaf.
Try the delightful flavor which that

All pain," the scientist said to men,

"Was pretense nothing more."
But the genius hedged like fury when
A bulldog bit him sore.
Cleveland

blend produces.

News.

Ever notice that if a little woman
is married to a big man she hs boss;
and if a big woman is married to a
little man, she is boss, too? Atchi
son Globe.

Sold In 10c

and

Rothenberg & Schloss

M. BERNHABD,

and Office:
Keeper ol Record

Wheeler Bldg.

E. Las Vegas

Seal.

woman's idea of a waitress she
. couldn't spare is one who gets up all
FRATER-.mai77,
BALBY LODGE, NO.
the gossip about the neighbors from
TTVION
OF AMERICA
their servants.
,
of
Mets first and third Wednesday
each' month at Fraternal BrotherIntense Colicky Pains Relieved.
hood "hall. Chas.' Trambley, F. M.;
Wasome years I suffered from in
"For
Bertha C. Thornhill. Secretary.
invited.
tense
members
colicky
pains which would come
cordially
t
iting
on at times and from which 1 could
KEBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F find no relief," says I. S. Mason, of
meets second and fourth Thursday Braver Dam, Ky. "Chamberlain'
evenings ot each month at the I. Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
O, O. F. hall Miss Bertha Becker, was recomended to me by a friend
N. G.; Mrs. Delia Pep ard, V. G.; After taking a few doses of the remedy
F. Dailey, Secretary; Ade- I was entirely relieved. That was four
Mrs.
reytars ago and theru has been no
line Smith, Treasurer.
turn of the symptoms since that time."
This remedy is for sale by all dealers.
A

ft. P. O. K. MEETS

AND

SECOND

each
evening
fourth Tuesday
The reason a girl can marry a man
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting too old for her Is she could Just as
brothers are cordially invited. W. easily marry one too young for her.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler D. W. Con-iosecretary.
Baby Morphine Fiends
are made by all soothing syrups and
ASTERN STAR. REGULAR
baby medicines that contain opium
fourth tnd naroctics. McGee
and
becond
Baby El'xir
Thursday evenings of each month. 'contains no ln'ur'ous oi narcotla drugs
All Tisitlng brothers and si3ters are of ary kind. A sure ana sare cure
for disordered stomachB, bowels and
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A. fretfulnet.s
splendid for teething inIda
Chaff In, worthy matron; Mrs.
fanta. Sold by Center Block Depot
Beellnger, secretary.
Drug Co.

husband had
Her
night.
been dead fourteen years.
She was
seventy-eigh- t
years old and one of
the pioneers of the territory,
A son. Will, is now an engineer on
the passenger train through here and
lives at El Paso. He brought the first
passenger train into San Marcial.
The other children are Sid Hock
ett, of El Paso, engineer through here;
Frank, o Las Vegas; Ed., of Parsons,
Kansas; Mrs. Julia Tlsdale, of St.
Louis; Mrs. Jennie Banks, of San
Marcial.
"Grandma" Hockett was taken very
ill lust Thursday afternoon. She had
been unconscious and death was
hourly expected for two days.
Will, Frank, Sid and Mrs. Banks
were here; also numerous other relatives. Mrs. Hockett was a member
of the M. E. church. Her pastor, Rev.
H. M. Law, had been with her much
the past few days.

Washington's Plague Spots.
Lie in the low, marshy bottoms of
the Potomac, the breeding ground of
malaria germs. These germs cause
chills, fever and ague, biliousness,
jaundice, lassitude, weakness and gen
eral debility and bring suffering and
death to thousands yearly. But Electric Bitters never fail to destroy tbem
and cure malaria troubles. "They are
the best
tonic and cure for
malaria I ever used," writes R. M.
James of Louellen, S. C. They cure
J. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
If there is anything you want, The stomach, liver, kidney and blood trouTry
4, meets every Monday evening ft Optic can get it for you. If it's some- bles and will prevent typhoid.
50c. Guaranteed by all drugtheir hall in Sixth street. All vib.tr, thing you don't want, The Optic can them,
gists.
to attag brethren cordially invited
. n., ra.t sell it for you.
"I
tend. C W. MCAinsier,
If a man can't sing very much difFor indigestion and all stomach
Comstock, V. G.; R. O. William.
from the way a dog barks,
ferently
as
ecretary; W. E. Crltea, treasurer; trouble take Foley's Orino Laxative
will insist on joining in the chorus.
he
trustee.
and
liver
and
stomach
the
stimulates
it
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery
regulates the bowels and will positivO. G. Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold
NO. ely cure habitual constipation.
WtATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
at
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesville, Indiana,
102. meets every Friday night
WTltes: "Last year I suffered for
their hall In the Schmidt building,
Many a girl is unemotional simply
west of Fountain Square, at eight because she realizes that crying three months with a summer cold bo
corare
distressing that It interfered with my
o'clock.
Visiting members
makes her nose red.
business. I had many of the sympN.
Cook,
pres
Jas.
dially welcome.
toms of hay fever, and a doctor' preR.
Lowe,
secretary.
Jat.
ident;
60 YEARS'
scription did not reach my case, and
V EXPERIENCE
I took several medicines which seemKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,. COUNed only to aggravate it Fortunately I
and
second
meets
CIL No. 804,
insisted upon having Foley's Honey
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, Pionand Tar. It quickly cured me. My
are
wife has since used Foley's Honey and
eer bldg.
Visiting members
Tar with ' the same success." O. G.
W. R. Tipton,
cordially Invited.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
. f-,
G. K.; B. P. Mackel, F. 8.
A
Designs
40
rtMO Copyrights Ac
Next to having a rich relative, a
may
Anyone lending a sketch and description
9. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
whether an
man
is proudest of knowing a big
Quickly ascertain our opinion free Conimuntea.
la probehly patentable.
Tuesday evenings each month, at invention
ooiiflclentlal. HANDBOOK on Patent
tlons
of had reputation.
strictly
politician
free. Oldest agency for securing patent.
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall Visit-In- s sent
Patent taken through Mnnu A Co. reoeivt
Iptcial twite, without oharge, in the
brothers -e cordially Invited.
The Crime of Idleness.
Jbo Thornhill, president; B. C.
Idleness means trouble for any one.
A bandtomely !H tint rated weekly. Lrost
Ward. Secretary.
It's the same with i lazy liver. It
of any BiiienUDo journal. Term. S3 m
nor: four months, L &Glityil neweo" alert.
causes constipation, headache, JaunIXTDMEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
PII&Co.8G,BT,,ra,'Nsw fork dice, sallow complexion, pimples and
Branch Office, tat F 8U Wasblualou. D. U.
Brotherhood ball every second and
blotches, loss of appetite, nausea, but
Dr. King's New Life Pills soon banish
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
liver troubles and build up your health.
ran. Visiting brothers always wel25c at all druggists.
David
come' to the wigwam.
Flint, sachem; Waite H. Davis,
There would be more honest people
hlef of record! and collector of
in the world if it wasn't so easy to
wampum.
part a fool and his money.
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B. ROSENWALD Lodge No. 645, L
O. B. B. Meets every first Wednes-la- y
of the month In the vestry

room of Temple Montefiore, Doug-la- s
avenue and Ninth street Visit-big brothers are cordially invited.
Cba Greenelay, preilteat; Eafcbi J.
B. Katsia, etrvtmry.

cUT3rALK

a

one she
quirer.

a

hasn't!" Philadelphia
a

a

In

a

s,

a

Jones and his wife seem to
be very fond of musical comedy?
Smith Yes.. Indeed; his wife goes
to see what the women in the audi
ence have on, and Jones to see what
girls on the stage have off Troy
Swift

Budget.-

-

a

"Father," said little Rollo,. "what is
a reformer?"
"In numerous cases, my son, a re
former is a man who considers himself peculiarly qualified to hold office
because of his professional Inexperience." Washington Star.
"De question befo dis debatin' so
ciety," said Mr. Erastus Plnkiey, is
whether de fust egg come fum a
chicken, or whether de fust chicken
come fum de egg."
T move er amendment," Interrupted
Mr. Wilkins Marigold, carelessly hitch
ing his thumb In the corner of his
razor pocket. "What we is gwine to

'cuss foh a few minutes is how dat
had foh dinner
las' chicken you-al- l
fum de coop.
come
wasnmgton
Star.

IVSElPiA
1

tLU

"t

.

What Is Best for Indigestion?
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquln, Onta
rio, has been troubled for years with
indigestion, and recommends Chamber- Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets as
"the best medicine I ever used." If
troubled with indigestion or constipation give them a trial. They are cer
tain to prove beneficial. They are
easy to take and pleasant in effect.
Price, 25 cents. Samples free at all
dealers.

A

29th, Annual New Mexico Fait and

5

Resources Exposition in
Albuquerque, October 11 to 17.

prosy counpKir was

arguing a technical case recently be
fore one of the judges of the superior
court. He had drifted along in such
desultory way that it was hard o
keep track of what he was trying to
present, and the Judge had just vent
ed a very suggestive yawn.
"I sincerely trust that I am not un
duly trespassing on the time of this
court," said the lawyer, with a sus
picion of sarcasm in his voice.
'Trere is some difference," the judge
quietly observed, "between tresspass
ing on time and encroaching on eter
v
nity." New York Times.

Disagreeable at Home
Lots of men end women who are
agreeable with others, get "cranky" at
home. Its not disposition, its the liver.
If you find in yourself that you feel
cross around the house, little things
worry you. Just buy a bottle of Bal
lard's Heibine and put your liver la
shape. Ton and everybody around you
will feel better for it. Price 60 cents
per bottle. Sold by Center Block Depot Drug Co.

Lovers of horse racmg will hare the opportunity of a
lifetime at the

a

long-winde-

"I can write," 6ald a little girl aged
to her aunt when she came in from
school one day. "I'm delighted to
hear It," replied the aunt. "And what
can you write?" "I can write cat and
mat and bat," said the child. The
aunt gave her paper and pencil.
'Write cat here for me," she said,
''and let me see," The child wrote
the word fairly, but put. the letter
C with Its back to A. "That's very
good," said auntie, "only look, dear,
you made the C the wrong way." The
child gazed at the word for a moment
'But the cat was going that way she
exclaimed.
Philadelphia Inquirer.
a a a
An old man In Georgia named Jack
Baldwin, having lost his hat In an old
dry well one day, hitched a rope to a
stump and let himself down. A wicked
wag named Neal came along just then
Active at 87.
and, quietly detaching a bell from
This would be unusual news if men Baldwin's old blind
horse, approached
and women would keep themselves the well, bell In
hand, and began to
free from rheumatism and all aches
and pains as well as keeping their
Jack thought the old horse was com
muscles and joints limber with
Snow Liniment. Sold C Center ing and eald: "Hang the old blind
Biock Depot Drug Co.
horse! He's coming this way, cure
Dai-lard'- d

ain't got no more sense than to
fall In on me.
Whoa, Ball!"
The sound came closer.
"Great Jerusalem! The old blind
Tonr wnnriflrfnl "Castar" tor
HTlne tkn
fool will be right on top of me in a lhre
month mud Doing entirely cnrd of nonaeLt
and dyspepsia,
think a word of praiae im
minit! Whoa, Ball! Whoa, haw, Ball!" Catarrh
to"Cafti;aretft'rfor tbeir wonderful enmpnaitinn
tuo
taken
other
remedfe
numeroui
Neal kicked a little dirt on Jack's
without avail and I find that Caacaret re Iter
mare In a day than ail tha other 1 have
head, and Jack began to pray:
Would in a year. "
statue AtcUuna, M8 Mercer 6k., Jersey Cltj, N. J. ,
"Oh, Lord, have mercy on whoa
Ball! a poor sinner I'm gone now!
Whoa, Ball! Our Father who art in
The Dowels
whoa, Ball hallowed be Thy gee,
Ball, gee! What'll I do? Now I lay
me down to si gee Ball! "Just then
candy cathartic
t
in fell more dirt. "Oh, Lord, If You
ever intend o do anything for me
back, BalliWhoa Thy kingdom come
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent. Taste Good, Tk Good,
gee. Ball! Oh, Lord, You know I flever
2iie, 50c. Nevef
Sicken, Weaken or tiripe,
aold In bulk. The genuine tabletlk,
was baptized in Smith's milldam
stamped OOU
ttoaranteed to cure or your mouey back.
;
whoa. Ball! Ho up! Murder! Whoa!"
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 59
no
and
in
could
hold
TEN
Neal
MILLION BOXES '
longer
miUL SALE,
shouted a laugh which might have
been heard two miles, which was
Never eay "what's up?" to a man
about as far as Jack chased him when
when
you see him coming out ot a
Courier-Jour
he got oufc Louisville
,
pawn shop.
nal.
.
....

6ee he

"Learnln' by experience is con- "But as
vlncin'," said Uncle Eben.
is de case wif toadstools an' mueh-roomit's mostly de wises' plan to
be satisfied wlf hearsay evidence."
Washington Star.

;

MWffirl!t'lMia

Let me

) )

Denver, Colorado

a.

Physician No doubt
your tongue. Punch.

( fc

Cigar Co..

Fair Patient Oh, doctor, I'm posi
tively all run down and I'm so miser
able, I have that tired feeling all the
time.

sizes

2 lor 25c

'Some men," said Uncle "Eben,
"can't lay by a little money for a rainy
day wifout bein' fooled by de fust
sprinlin' cart dat turns de corner."
Washington Star.

"Jones bought his wife a toy ter
didn't he?" "Yes, and she gave
San Marcial, N. M., Aug. 20. Mrs. rier,
him an English bulldog." "So each of
Saiina Hockett, known as "Grandma"
them has a dog, now?" "No; he has
Hockett, is dead. Death occurred
last

Civil' Engineer and Surveyor

Chancellor Command-

"

E. MORRISON

cigar-make- rs

.

'

Knights of Pythias
meet every Monday
erenlnir In Castle

cksaes

$6500 is offered in purses, and the prospects are good for
the most imposing array of big stake races ever pulled off in
the south-west.

As Albuquerque this year is on the Fair circuit with Pueblo, El Paso, Dallas, and Phoenix, she will have her pick of
to break the
the very fastest thoroughbreds in the South-wetrip from the Colorado Fairs, and theTexas towns and Arizona.
st

The running and harness program will be a little better
than anything ever previously seen on the Albuquerque track.
The latter has been improved and made .the best track in
the South-weswith an enlarged Grand Stand and other addition, which make Traction Park the ideal racing place of the
t,

South-wes-

t.

The stable room has been doubled and horse men will
have every convenience and accomodation.
Lovers of fast horses will miss something exciting if tbey
'
Twenty-nintFair.

miss the
W. G.

h

TIGHT,

JOHN B. McMANUS,

President.

t

Secretary.

Your-Waoit- s
Telephone
want to sell
If

you
anything Furniture, Rugs, Pnonograph, Automobile,
Horse, Buggy, or any old thing that
still has a value

Telephone Main 2

LAS VEGAS

EIGHT

1 1

selling

Fruits and Vegetables

fi

To Be Shown

Saturday

August 21st.

at The Store of

Endrie
Mango Peppers
Green Chili
Summer Squash
Soup Bunches
New Cabbage

re scii

M a. jetic

Ranges
Phone Main a7

August 19, 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 80; minimum, 63; range
17;
precipitation,

9f Vegetables

.

1-

n.

tonight

-

Miss Jane Wernz left on No. 1 yesterday afternoon on a visit to Miss

Grace Baldwin

at Raton.

Trunks and valises repaired at Ge,
hrig's.
'

Use Our

For Rent
H. Hunker.

Flat,

Phone Main W7

Ail

It has been suggested

by

Refrigerators

J.

i'

Johnsen

C.

Phone

fifty-thre-

A Simple Test

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

Caun You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being: a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

The First National Bank
OF LAS VEGAS.

NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
D.
E.
RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.
Cashier.

MONEY SAVED
Od Domestic Coal.

per ton just what yon want for cooking,

v

DEALERS IN

Al PALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS.
VIlilllCLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street.

sides,

For the,

Try

D. W. CONDON.
piw.i.a

ivi nin

l

Foot Main ht

-

main

VcichQr'G,
made from Concord

''-

air-tig-

forever.

ht

ber ring to

lea,

instead a pure

We have it to suit the'taste'of. all.

GEHT
a if ph
i$ UVEAS

rot or decay;

air-tig-

composi-tio-

n

less, odorless, unaffected by any

grapes.

PI El

No rub

permanently attached to the
cap that is guaranteed to be taste

-

go to

Papen's

food accid, and remains
forever.

air-tig- ht

.

Parker House, Long,
II

QpccffQ CJ0J7UJ01FCJ

Si

3

I. II. STEARNS,

Grocer.

i

PA

Biscuit or Square.

DC
L--

M,

r

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

FRESH EVERY day and out
in TIME FOR DINNER.

Phone 144 and 145
w.

ouchers,

F. MICK WILL BE
BROUGHT BACK, MAYBE

It is understood that W. F. Mick,
the check artist whose forged paper to
the amount of nearly $150 was palmed off 09 unsuspecting business men
of Las Vegas within a few hours last
Saturday evening, has positively been
seen in both Pueblo and Denver by par
ties who know him, but were not
aware of his rascality at the time of
meeting him on the street.
It is also understood that Mick will
be arrested and brought back here,
provided the expense incurred in doing so is guaranteed by the parties
whom he victimized in this city.

X Weems and

B.

A. L. Fellows

THE COFFEE MAN"

All Aboard for Harvey'sl

Carriage goes out Saturday
returns following Friday. Lmt
orders at Murphey'a or H. O. Brown
Trading Co'a.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye,
agd
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of coune.
The best draft beer In the city. At
The Lobby, of course.
Optic want ads bring results. Try

ar one.,

rived here this, afternoon from
Straight Guggenheim rye served
over the bar at the Antlers.

Purchase Coupon Books of us

S5.00

S4.50

DAH
A

FINE ASSORTMENT

Pabst's draught beer on tap only at
Opera bar.

LIAS

KINDS AND COLORS, CUT
WITH LONG STEMS

OF THE BEST

at 50 Cts Per Dozen

Las
Greerihouses
Vegas
PERRY ONION."
Phone Main 276
Prop.'

Va wilt redeem the
uisussd coupons any
Unto you wiah.
Our mstlmds, sp- - MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER

THE EYGEIA ICE

P'Li::zcd and supplies
arc tim Iszst known.
Vo vsoziiJ to pleas-

made from the choicest California grapes and guaranteed under pure food law by Calwa Products
'
Co. otfSan Francisco.

'

rels on the bar.

1

and will re

ht

IF!P(BSjID

City

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

caps) and is the only Jar that seals
air-tig-

a dozen of our

in the

itself (no twisting on or off of

absolutely

DRIUK GRAPE JUICE

best Meat

t the Opera bar. Served from bar

sanitary, seals

perfectly

Phone Main 85

JL

e

mouth, clear flint glass, straight

Free from Slate or Slack

Son

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,

a society

n

Baton Egg, $4.7fl

Best Screened

(Si

623 Douglas Avenue.

rip-rac- k

131,

Sixth Street.

An oppor tunity in the hottest weather to
buy
Refrigerator cheap.

--

Las Vegas Roller Mis

LEV Y,

at Cost

W. S. Brownlow, of Georgia, by way
of Clinton, Oklahoma, has accepted a
position at the Eldorado hotel and
has entered upon the discharge of
duty. He Is accompanied to the cjty
by his wife.

The Colorado Telephone company young man who is spending his col
will extend its long distance copper lege vacation at home that it Is about
current to Puerto de Luna from Santa time for another enjoyable cowboy
dance. It has been full two years, he
Rosa.
says, since a social function here has
Furnished rooms, pleasantly situat been thus featured.
ed. 712 and 716 Fifth street. Board
The Santa Fe Railway here 6ent a
optional. Excellent table.
special train of ballast to Trinidad,
There will be a special communica Colo., last night, to be used in
work. This train consisted of
tion of Chapman Lodge No. 2, A. F.
and A. M. this evening at 7:30. Work twelve cars and was drawn by engine No. 936 with Engineer Arthur
In the third degree.
Martin at the throttle and Conductor
R. S. Alrd in the caboose.
Order your cream from T. T.
Turner.
That little matter of the payment
of
$3 road tax should be looked after
advice of physicians
Upon th
Louis Shupp will next week undergo instanter. It will be money in the
a surgical operation at his borne on pockets of delinquents to do so. Al
ready suits have been Instituted in the
the West side.
district court against
persons
who have been neglectful In this
My six room house for sale or rent.
Household furniture will be sold this matter. These persons will find It
S3 than $10 or
week. Call 717 Eighth street.
Mrs. much easier to pay
$12,.v when
judgment is rendered
'
E. C. Cheatham.
against them, with costs of suit which
will be three times greater than the
new
is
a
salesman
Charley Shupp
of the tax.
amount
In the hardware store of Ludwig Wm.
Ilfeld and Billy Garcia Is breaking
Attorney W. G. Kaydon has been ap
himself in as a delivery boy.
pointed by the probate Judge to be
estate of the
Miss Nina Beal, at 119 Tenth street, administrator of the
M. Pace, of Duran,
Mrs.
Josie
late
entertained a flinch party last evenTorrance county. Deceased was pos
ing. Quite a number of young people
sessed
of the following personal prop
were present and a highly enjoyable
at
the time of her death: Cash
erty
was
evening
spent together, refresh
on deposit with the Mutual Building
ments being served.
and Loan association, $2,000; on deNational
On account of a threatened storm, posit In the San Miguel
A bond of $4,050 was re$25.
bank,
which did not reach the city until this
to be executed by the
laftarnooh, the 'usual band poncert quired
was not given In the plaza last even
ing. The musical and social treat
Andy Stortz, who returned yester
was postponed till Sunday evening.
day from his farm in the adjoining
The set of dishes given away this county of Mora, states that crops nevweek by the Las Vegas Mercantile er looked better in that section than
Co., was won by Mrs. J. S. Dillon. We has been the case this season. If any
are going to give one of these fine thing, too much luln has fallen. Durdinner sets away again next ing a stay of six weeks at his farm,
there were only two days during
which the skies were unclouded and
Economy Jars embody ALL the the sun shone brightly. Mr. Stortz
calculates that he will have 175,000
essential features of a perfect Jar. pounds of home-growpotatoe" on his
place for market this fall, all being
to
to
wide
seal, easy
Easy
open,
raised without irrigation, too.

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

oomsm to HENRY

Closing Out s

r--

Garcia bas been In the
Enriju
city today from his ranch at La Lien-drbuying a wedding outfit. He will
be married to Mis9 Maria Lopez, a
cousin, at that place next week.

' Oscar Titlow, who was p6prietor
of a meat market on the plaza here
H. W. Necker has accepted the po fifteen years ago, has been in the city
sition as foreman on the Erb & from Cripple Creek, Colo., departing
for Rowe station, out from which
Westerman farm east of the city.
place he will hew timber In the mounGet the best at Nolette's barber tains for Gross, Kelly & Co.
shop.

t

Trunks and valises repaired at

Geo

1105 Douglas.

$1.00

JfsitzQx (Birsisiffp

e,

LOCAL NEWS

ST0I;i

US ON

ALL LEADING BRANDS
CALICO, 16 YARDS FOR

one.

.

showe're

GOODS

'

Friday at Z:30. Your tickets are
good. Come and bring them with
You may be tie next luckj
you.

6 a. m., 83; 12 noon, 69;
6 p. m. 69; mean 4.

Forecast Local
and Saturday.

DRY

Early Fall Underwear,
New Fall Dress Gingham,
'
New Fall Percales,
:.,
New Fall Dress Skirts

Humidity

Native Tomatoes
Egg Plant
Green Onions
Hubbard Squash
Red Beets
New Carrots

EXCLUSIVE

SEE

Lxidwig Wm. Ilfeld,
WEATHER Rf PORT

VEGAS'

LAS

he-wil- l

Klberta- Peaches
Black Grant Plnms
Cooking Pears
Valencia Oranges
Cantaloupes

Cauliflower
Celery
Lettuce
Radishes
Green Corn
Cucumbers

1509

20,

Steel Ranges

.16.

B If ached

FRIDAY, AUGUST

is not like sellling NAILS. .The consumer dnes not buy, and
bay agniu, and repeat his oWlur from time to lime, lie buys a
"Steel Kange," and that settles it for a good many years If it's
If it is a
an inferior mak,b lias a long time to
be a satisfied customer for lifetime.
"Majoftic Kabi;"
We Like Satisfied Customer.

,

Bartlett Pears

.

',

V

In Fruits
1

.

.

,

IKE DAVIS
Choice Table Apples
Black Prince Grapes
Yellow Keg Plums
Native Wild Plums
C
Jumbo Bananas
Watermelon

v

DAILY OPTIC,

ed to serve you.

-

i;

V

'

MAIN 8- 1-

Lss Vegas Stesm Laundry

'

.

Vp RICES:

2,000 fbs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
200 to 1,000 lbs.
50 to 200 lbs.
Less, than 50 lbs.

"

"
"

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

20c
30c

M

40cN

"
"

50c
75c

-

per hundred
.

McGuire

Phone Main 227

r

"
&

Web'

,

